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The world’s finest travel agencies and specialists are Virtuoso. 

Rely on one of Virtuoso’s 300+ travel agencies to transform all of your trips 
into truly extraordinary experiences. If you do not currently work with a 
Virtuoso affiliated travel specialist, contact us today, and we’ll introduce you to one.

There’s no better way to get more out of life than through extraordinary  
experiences with those who matter most. And there’s no better way to get 
more out of your holidays than by relying on a Virtuoso affiliated travel specialist.

With global connections and unparalleled expertise, a Virtuoso travel 
advisor turns do-it-yourself holidays into customised RETURN on LIFE 
travel experiences you’ll never forget. Save time and get more. There’s simply 
no substitute for expert advice and personal service.

Expert Advice
Extraordinary Experiences.
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provided by MasterCard® for participating World Elite MasterCard® programs. Virtuoso 
publishes Virtuoso Life® six times a year, distributed exclusively to the clients of Virtuoso 
travel professionals and to cardholders of the World Elite MasterCard. For a subscrip-
tion, please call your Virtuoso travel specialist or visit virtuosolife.com. All pricing and 
travel described herein are subject to change and availability, and restrictions may ap-
ply. Publisher assumes no liability for the representations contained herein. Publisher 
assumes no responsibility for unsolicited art, photography, or manuscripts. Nothing 
may be reprinted in whole or in part without written consent of the publisher. For high-
quality reprints, contact The YGS Group at 717/399-1900 ext. 139; theygsgroup.com. The 
trademarks VIRTUOSO, VIRTUOSO LIFE, the Globe Swirl Logo, SPECIALISTS IN THE ART 
OF TRAVEL and VOYAGER CLUB are the property of Virtuoso, Ltd., and are registered 
with the United States Patent and Trademark Office, as well as numerous national trade-
mark registries around the world. All rights reserved. MasterCard and the MasterCard 
Brand Mark are registered trademarks and World Elite is a trademark of MasterCard  
International Incorporated. All rights reserved. Printed in Australia at GEON Print &  
Communication Solutions. EDITORIAL: VLEditors@virtuoso.com; 505 Main Street, Suite 
500, Fort Worth, Texas 76102. ADVERTISING OFFICES: 1001 SW Klickitat Way, Suite 105, 
Seattle, WA 98134; 206/625-0969. VIRTUOSO HEADQUARTERS, VIRTUOSO LIFE CIRCULA-
TION AND POSTMASTER INQUIRIES: Virtuoso Life Circulation, Virtuoso, 505 Main Street, 
Suite 500, Fort Worth, TX 76102; virtuoso.com. CST 2069091-40. Copyright © 2010 by 
Virtuoso, Ltd. All rights reserved. All offers and pricing found within Virtuoso Life 
Australia/New Zealand Edition are subject to change, availability, alteration, and  
international currency fluctuations without notice. Offers may be withdrawn at any 
time. Restrictions apply. Exchange rates verified at press time. Virtuoso is not  
responsible for errors in pricing. All prices in the Exclusive Offers section are per 
person, based on double occupancy, including taxes, and do not include airfare,  
unless stated otherwise. Ask your Virtuoso travel specialist for details, including 
optional insurance programs that are available. 
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the Virtuoso Life team toasts a successful industry conference at the 
Bellagio in Las vegas, where we conducted photo shoots and met with 
representatives from more than 800 companies to discuss travel news 
and trends.

TAG IT
the tag here (and elsewhere in this issue) accesses 
dynamic content via web-enabled smartphones. to 
experience it, download Microsoft’s free tag reader 
on your phone at www.gettag.mobi; launch the 
application; then scan the tag. the tag at left opens 
a video that illustrates the virtuoso difference.

HEN THE PHRASE “EN-
riching travel” comes 
to mind, we typically 
think about it from the 

perspective of how travel might enrich 
our own lives. Exploring the ancient 
temples in Asia, pondering the pyramids 
in Egypt, coming face-to-face with the 
circle of life on safari, even a family trip 
to Europe for the holidays – such excur-
sions make us richer with knowledge, 
experience, and connection. (And all of 
which, by the way, are showcased in the 
pages of this issue.) 

We learn – make that understand – 
so much, far more than can be gleaned 
from books, by seeing something first-

hand, by interacting with people, places, 
and cultures outside of our own day-
to-day world. As Abercrombie & Kent 
founder Geoffrey Kent told us when we 
interviewed him this fall, “There would 
be far fewer problems in this world if 
more people travelled.”

What we might not immediately 
think of, however, is how travel enriches 
the communities we visit. The travel 

and tourism industry is the largest on 
the planet, employing more than 235 
million people worldwide and generat-
ing nearly ten percent of the global GDP. 
When done responsibly, tourism in any 
given region creates jobs, boosts the 
economy, improves the local transpor-
tation infrastructure, and shines a light 
on cultural and social issues.

Though the inherent impact of the 
travel industry has long been estab-
lished, now more than ever companies 
are actively taking the opportunity to 
give back to the communities where 
they do business. And with voluntourism 
continuing to grow, more and more itiner-
aries enable you to get involved as well. 

In this issue, 
we highlight just a 
handful of the 
many companies 
that prioritise 
charitable proj-
ects, from build-
ing wells in Cam-
bodia to edu- 
cating village 
children in south-
ern Africa, as well 
as some trips that 
invite you to tag 
along. Learn 
more on page 40.

As this year 
comes to a close 

and another one stretches out before 
us, it’s a good opportunity to reflect on 
where we’ve been  and where we want to 
go. Remember the Arabic proverb: Who 
lives sees much; who travels sees more. 
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How has it worked out so far? 
“It’s made all the difference in the world. 
My husband loves to surf, and his dream 
since he was 12 has been to surf a spot off 
South Africa called Supertubes, which 
he got to do this year. Not only did 
Michelle help coordinate getting Tony’s 
three surfboards in the world’s biggest 
duffel bag to Cape Town, but she found a 
25-year-old genius of a local to be Tony’s 
guide – a Billabong Pro surfer. Tony had 
a tough time on the wave, but I’m not 
sure I’ve ever seen him so happy.”

Two things always in 
your bag: 
“My pillow and my black Burning 
Torch cashmere sweater.” 

  What’s left on your must-see 
travel list? 
“A tea trip in China and India. And I’d 
love to take the train across Russia to 
Mongolia for the Naadam Festival in 
ulaanbaatar.”   

  You and Susette recently returned 
from a mother-daughter trip to 
Africa. What was that like?
 “Amazing. Just amazing. We went rhino 
tracking in Namibia with a great 
experienced guide at the Desert Rhino 
Camp, who had us tracking on foot. We 
were literally tiptoeing on rock across a 
field as this massive black rhino named 
Don’t Worry went about his business.”

ILL KIRKPATRICK ADMITS SHE’S PARTICuLAR ABOuT TRAVEL. “wE LIKE CERTAIN 
views,  the highest-quality accommodations, and we never travel with groups,” she says. It 
helps that Kirkpatrick, 52, and her husband, Tony Connor, a Washington, D.C., portfolio 
manager, have a Virtuoso travel specialist they adore: Michelle Bemis, who has coordinat-

ed their life-changing trips since 2005.

 
Describe your 
most memo-
rable travel 

experience: 
“We had a private dinner 
at Ephesus in Turkey in 
the ruins of the ancient 
Library of Celsus. Michelle 
rented the entire ruins 
just for my husband, 
myself, and our daughter, 
Susette. We were out 
touring during the day, 
and when we came back, 
the entire site was lit. A 
beautiful formal dinner 
was set up in the courtyard, 
and there was a trio of 
musicians playing stringed 
instruments.”

Why did you 
start using a 
travel specialist? 
“We had a few disasters. 
I remember, after 2001, 
we arranged a trip our-
selves to Italy and there 
was a cold spell. We didn’t 
have proper clothes. We 
didn’t have guides set up. 
We were pickpocketed 
because we went to the 
wrong places at the wrong 
times. The restaurants we 
ate at were so bad, I 
actually lost weight – in 
Italy! That’s when I knew 
it was time to call in a 
professional.”
  

The Virtuoso Traveller
Jill Kirkpatrick counts on 
her travel specialist for 
dream-trip adventure and 
exclusivity. Pro-surfer guides 
in South Africa or private 
dining at Ephesus, anyone? 
INTERVIEWED By DAVID hOChMAN

Ephesus and (a bove) the Kirkpatricks' d inner.

J

Q:

“It’s hard to beat Singita Sabora 
Tented Camp in Tanzania, or, 
hmm, La Residence outside 
Cape Town. Do I have to pick 
just one?” 

What’s your favourite 
place to stay? 

Describe your 
travel philosophy:
“As special as the louvre is, I can 
see it when I’m 100. My mantra 
is, I don’t do anything I’ll be able 
to do when I’m 80.” 

s.

Sa bora Tented Camp, Tanzan ia .

Ephesus ag low.
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see it when I’m 100. My mantra 
is, I don’t do anything I’ll be able 
to do when I’m 80.” 

s.

Sa bora Tented Camp, Tanzan ia .

Ephesus ag low.



PASSPORT
DESTINATIONS, TRENDS, CULTURE, AND STyLE

ostrich feathers 
and beads adorn 

emile Pingat's 
1891 cloak.

By ELAINE GLUSAC

Huge in L.A.
Architect renzo Piano’s new Lynda and stewart resnick 
exhibition Pavilion at the los Angeles County Museum of 
Art is the world’s largest naturally lit museum. The single-
story, glass-and-stone structure debuts with three expansive 
exhibits: Eye for the Sensual features 125 European paint-
ings, sculptures, and decorative artworks from the Resnicks’ 

holdings (until 2 January, 2011); Olmec includes colossal, 
20-ton stone heads sculpted by the pre-Columbians (until 9 
January, 2011); and Fashioning Fashion revels in 200 years of 
lavish European dress beginning in 1700, installed to dramatic 
effect by famed opera designer Pier luigi Pizzi (until 6 March, 
2011). www.lacma.org.
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 FooD AND SPIRITS

smALL
WonDer 
Homey but high-
ly regarded Côte 
d’Azur bistro La 
Petite Maison 
spins off another 
sibling in New 
York City. like its 
london prede-
cessor, Manhat-
tan’s Midtown 
Maison serves 
Mediterranean 
fare for which 
chef-owner 
Nicole Rubi 
(left) gained a 
celebrity follow-
ing in Nice. 
15 W. 54th Street; 
www.lapetite
maisonnyc.com.

music to Your mouth Cliff lede of 
the eponymous Napa Valley winery eschews 
hoity vineyard names in favor of “Born to Run,” 
“My Generation,” and other classic rock titles. 
His new Platinum Playlist tastings offer 
visitors the chance to sample three rare wines 
made from these vineyard blocks in private 
sessions scored to music spanning the 
Beatles to u2. 

cliff Lede’s tasting terrace.

Veuve Clicquot 
rosé is all 
dressed up for 
the holidays. 
Its snug thermal 
jacket features 
a Japanese 
cherry blos-
som print that 
helps keep 
the chill on 
the bubbly 
within.

Think
Pink

reiGn oF riches
China’s Yuan dynasty (1271 
through 1368) welcomed an 
influx of artisans to court from 
around the Mongol region, 
who produced richly decora-
tive textiles, ceramics, lacquer, 
and precious metals, as well 
as paintings and sculpture. 
until 2 January, 2011, The 
World of Khubilai Khan: Chi-
nese Art in the Yuan Dynasty 
captures the bounty in more 
than 200 works at New York’s 
Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
www.metmuseum.org.

Michelle Obama’s inaugural gown has joined the First Ladies at the Smithsonian ex-
hibit at the National Museum of American History, and the 182-room St. Regis Washing-
ton, D.C. has an exclusive tour of the collection, which dates back to Martha Washing-
ton’s silk taffeta gown. On weekend mornings through year-end, a private guide will lead 
hotel guests through the show before the museum opens to the public. www.americanhistory.si.edu. 

He was tutored by Aristotle, crowned 
king at age 20, and spent 11 years 
travelling through Egypt, Persia, India, 
and other countries. Celebrating a 
2,300-year-old legacy, The Immortal 
Alexander the Great at the Hermit-
age Amsterdam explores the myth and 
reality of the Greek leader with 350 ob-
jects, ranging from likenesses captured 
in the subject’s lifetime to seventeenth-
century tapestries detailing his exploits, 
through 18 March, 2011. www.hermitage.nl.

First Look

EPIC 
DISPLAY

 ART AND CuLTuRE

ink-on-silk portraits of Khubilai Khan 
and (right) his consort, chabi.

historic change: alexander the Great on a 
Macedonian stater from the fourth century BC.

Veuve Clicquot 
rosé is all 
dressed up for 
the holidays. 
Its snug thermal 
jacket features 
a Japanese 
cherry blos-
som print that 
helps keep 
the chill on 
the bubbly 
within.

Think
Pink
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Question: What’s your favorite 
place to celebrate the holidays 
away from home?

  ASK THE ADVISoR

The first place that comes 
to mind is Germany’s festive 
Christmas markets.

in tahiti locals decorate for 
the season beautifully, and black 
pearls make wonderful Christ-
mas gifts for procrastinators! 
To get off the grid, head to the 
Tuamotu islands (don’t miss 
Fakarava and Manihi), where 
bicycles are the primary mode  
of transportation.

Turkey (one of my favourite year-
round destinations) brings an exotic 
combination of Eastern and Western 
cultures to the holidays.

Colonial  
Williamsburg, 
on the East Coast 
of the US makes 
a great family 
holiday destina-
tion, with all the 
trimmings of 
colonial life and 
historic buildings 
restored by the 
Rockefeller Foun-
dation, complete 
with tours. Eating 
Christmas din-
ner at one of its 
restaurants  
is hard to beat.

Prague is magical in December. The market at Old Town 
Square could hearten the harshest humbug with mulled 
wine, sausages, live caroling choirs, and a spectacular 
tree. (For a firsthand account‚ turn to page 50.)

“

”

Foreign  
AFFAirs 
Broad-

way’s penchant 
for turning movies into musicals 
strays from the mainstream this 
season with the Lincoln Center 
Theater debut of Women on the 
Verge of a Nervous Breakdown, 
an adaptation of Spanish director 
Pedro Almodóvar’s breakout film, 
opening 4 November. Patti LuPone 
stars among the edgy ensemble 
in a plot of breakups, unions, and 
doped gazpacho. www.lct.org.

 ART AND CuLTuRE

THE 
RICHARDS GROUP 
TRG JOB #:  
TYS-10-0158
CLIENT: 
The Yachts of Seabourn
PUB: 
Virtuoso Life
Australia/NZ
PUB DATE: 
TBD
TRIM: 
210mm x 141.601mm
LIVE:  
197mm x 128mm
BLEED:  
224.5mm x 146.25mm
LINE SCREEN: TBD
IMAGE: S7C3    
COLOR: CMYK 
FOR QUESTIONS
CALL: 
Peter Stettner
214.891.3536

LUXURY THAT SPEAKS VOLUMES. A VALUE THAT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.

European adventures are on the horizon – and with them, 
incredible values. Enjoy fares as low as $2,499 when 
you book a European voyage for spring or fall 2011. Sail
Homeric waterways to the Acropolis in Athens, or visit 
tiny Cassis, the hidden gem of southern France. Then retire
to a yacht stocked with the fi nest amenities –including a
world-class staff trained to indulge your every whim. Begin
your journey by contacting your Virtuoso travel specialist.

Fare of $2,499 is in U.S. dollars, is cruise-only, is per guest, is based on double occupancy, 
is subject to availability, and applies to Seabourn Legend sailing on April 10, 2011. Certain 
restrictions apply. Information herein is accurate at time of printing. Seabourn reserves 
the right to correct errors. Ships’ registry: Bahamas. ©2010 Seabourn.

TYS0158 Virtuoso.indd   1 9/10/10   4:45 PM

Great Deal
Passengers can explore Beijing on a three-day excursion during 
Crystal Cruises’ 2012 world cruise. Cruise lines typically charge for 
such experiences, but this one – around a uS$2,000 value – 
 is complimentary. Participants don’t have to depart the 1,070- 

passenger Crystal Serenity, of course, 

but those who do will experience sights including the Great Wall, 
the Forbidden City, and Tiananmen Square, with hotel accommoda-
tions. The 94-day round-trip voyage from Los Angeles visits 35 ports 
and features Crystal’s return to South Korea and a maiden call in 
Newcastle, Australia. Departure: 18 January, 2012.

Beijing’s  forbidden city, a fourteenth-century Ming 
Dynasty palace, and (inset) the Crystal Serenity.

Compl imentary 

excurs ion

one Big step For 
spAce tourism

virgin Galactic’s spaceship 
Enterprise has left the mother 
ship. On 10 October‚  
WhiteKnightTwo released 
the spacecraft for its first 
free flight – an 11-minute 
glide that ended success-
fully when test pilot Pete 
Siebold touched down on 
a Mojave Desert runway  
13,716 metres below. A 
glimpse of the program and 
its accomplishments thus far:

21.12.08 
First test flight

(WhiteKnightTwo)

8
Number of  
test pilots

41
Flights  
flown

7.5 
Longest 

flight (hours)

16,581
Peak  

altitude (metres)

10.10.10
Spaceship Enter-

prise’s first free flight

 VIRGIN GALACTIC NEWS

➥ scan this tag with your smartphone to watch a video of spaceship Enterprise’s first free flight. see page 2 for complete instructions.

Desert debut:  
spaceship Enterprise’s 
first glide test.
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bar, Buzz, gives a nod not only to caff eine but also to utah’s 
status as the Beehive State, complete with a honey bar of local 
selections. At Daly’s, the gastro-pub menu far surpasses typi-
cal sports bar fare, and endless fl at screens just hint at the en-
tertainment options, which include bowling lanes, billiards, 
darts, and an arcade. 

Befi tting its secluded location, the self-contained resort 
off ers everything on-site: a 10,668-square-metre spa with 29 
treatment rooms, an outpost of the elaborate Paintbox chil-
dren’s program, and three restaurants. A ski rental shop with 
iPad-wielding technicians was designed to make life easy for 
returning guests, and the ski school and chairlift ticket desk 
save a trip to the base lodge, with instructors arriving to meet 
clients in the sumptuous lobby. The hotel was carefully situ-
ated with one of the chairlifts just slightly below the white-
glove ski concierge, so guests never have to take a step in their 
boots, instead gliding directly to the chair. In summer, the area 
switches over to a bike and hike outfi tter, still taking advan-
tage of the chairlift, while blue-ribbon trout fi shing and eques-
trian facilities are nearby. For après-ski relaxation or summer 
sunset cocktails, a vast, sunny, stone ski terrace dotted with 
fi re pits overlooks the slopes.

The hotel’s 174 rooms and suites start at 182 square metres, 
with gas fi replaces, lavish bathrooms with walk-in showers, 
separate deep soaking tubs, and heated fl oors. Most also 
have private terraces or patios. The style refl ects the moun-
tain setting with lots of dark wood, earth tones, and scenic-
view oil paintings. The choicest accommodations are the 
81 large (up to 2,103 square metres!) one- to four-bedroom 
private residences with complete kitchens, many of them 
available for nightly rental.  - LARRY OLMSTED

Long the united States' most sophisticated ski 
resort, Deer Valley eschews the hip, edgy, 
and ostentatious in favour of understated 

old-world luxe, with an emphasis on service. A steadfast re-
fusal to use anything but actual plates and cutlery in even the 
humblest on-mountain cafeterias, and skiers-only grooming, 
regarded as the best on earth, refl ect the elegance of the re-
sort and its sole mission: to present the perfect ski holiday.

In this regard, the new Montage Deer Valley (now 
accepting reservations for stays beginning in December), 
tucked into a private valley at 2,529 metres and smack in 
the middle of the skiing, fi ts right in. The brand empha-
sizes a sense of place, and while the Laguna Beach origi-
nal refl ects classic California Arts and Crafts style and the 
Beverly Hills property evokes Mediterranean opulence, 
Montage takes to the mountains with a grand old national 
park lodge aesthetic. The focus is on natural materials, with 
huge stone fi replaces, exposed beams, high ceilings, and 
view-framing glass everywhere. Alone in the Empire Can-
yon area except for two impossibly close chairlifts, guests 
enjoy total seclusion just minutes above downtown Park 
City, with nothing but views of the slopes and the uinta 
Mountains. Deer Valley is known as an escapist destina-
tion for skiers and especially families, and Montage literally 
elevates this concept – an escape within an escape.

The privacy of the unrivaled midmountain location sets 
the hotel apart from other area lodgings. So does Montage’s 
insistence on authenticity, trading Deer Valley’s prevailing 
faux-alpine European splendor for a style rooted fi rmly in the 
American West. This ethos extends to the dining: The mar-
quee restaurant is an upscale American grill, and the coff ee 
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Guests of Puerto Rico’s 139-room St. Regis Bahia Beach 
can spy El Yunque National Forest from four kilometres 
of private beach. opening in early November, the 483-acre 
resort balances development and environmentalism, with 
naturalist-led outings such as kayak tours through on-
property lakes and rivers and guided walks in the resort’s 
bird sanctuary. 

Coming this spring with a theatre for you: 45 Park Lane. 
Steps away from its sister hotel, The Dorchester, the 
London property will feature 45 rooms and a 557-square-
metre penthouse, all with views of neighbouring Hyde 
Park. Thierry Despont’s design brings a chic residential 

fl air to the heart of Mayfair and includes touches such as Bang & olufsen 
televisions with Blue-ray players in the 
guest rooms, contemporary art through-
out, and a private screening room with 
reclining armchairs.

Preview

Set on 130 acres in Tanzania’s vast Lake 
Tanganyika, Lupita island largely relies on 
nature to entertain guests from its 13 open-
air rooms and through activities such as 
kayaking, scuba diving, and fi shing. But recent 
lodge improvements – including a new lounge, 
spa, yoga room, and clay tennis court – 
give castaways on Africa’s second-largest 

lake extra 
diversions. 

Lupita island.

in Santa Monica, 
shutters on the 
Beach doles out the 
devices preloaded 
with music, movies, 
and room service 
and massage menus 

for direct order. 
   Diners at the new 
Deca Restaurant + 
Bar at the ritz-
carLton chicaGo 
can read the daily 
news via iPad while 

waiting for their 
meals.
   Guests of NYC’s 
PLaza can now 
print their boarding 
passes via iPads, 
while down south 

at the ManDarin 
orientaL, MiaMi 
the devices – as well 
as fl at-screen TVs –
provide entertain-
ment diversions in 
poolside cabanas. 

Move over, iPod docks. 
Trendy hoteliers put 
iPads in guests’ hands.

AMENITY DU JOUR

the st. regis Bahia Beach.

NEW 
HoTELS

London’s 
hyde Park.

Natural Choice

fl air to the heart of Mayfair and includes touches such as Bang & olufsen 
televisions with Blue-ray players in the 
guest rooms, contemporary art through-
out, and a private screening room with 
reclining armchairs.

in Santa Monica, 
shutters on the AMENITY DU JOUR

By ELAINE GLUSAC

Pride 
of Place
ideally positioned, the new Montage Deer 
Valley gets mountain living just right.

NEW
HoTEL

clockwise from top: Montage in the distance, 
Park city, good grooming, and a guest room.
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bar, Buzz, gives a nod not only to caff eine but also to utah’s 
status as the Beehive State, complete with a honey bar of local 
selections. At Daly’s, the gastro-pub menu far surpasses typi-
cal sports bar fare, and endless fl at screens just hint at the en-
tertainment options, which include bowling lanes, billiards, 
darts, and an arcade. 

Befi tting its secluded location, the self-contained resort 
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returning guests, and the ski school and chairlift ticket desk 
save a trip to the base lodge, with instructors arriving to meet 
clients in the sumptuous lobby. The hotel was carefully situ-
ated with one of the chairlifts just slightly below the white-
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trian facilities are nearby. For après-ski relaxation or summer 
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fi re pits overlooks the slopes.
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Long the united States' most sophisticated ski 
resort, Deer Valley eschews the hip, edgy, 
and ostentatious in favour of understated 

old-world luxe, with an emphasis on service. A steadfast re-
fusal to use anything but actual plates and cutlery in even the 
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American West. This ethos extends to the dining: The mar-
quee restaurant is an upscale American grill, and the coff ee 
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Guests of Puerto Rico’s 139-room St. Regis Bahia Beach 
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GO FOR  Tel Aviv’s 
enchantment with the arts is 
refl ected in two architecturally 
distinctive museums. in the 
suburb Holon, star architect 
Ron Arad’s new curvaceous 
Design Museum holon recently 
debuted (Mechanical Couture, 
an exhibition of how machines 
may redefi ne couture, runs until 
8 January, 2011; www.dmh.org.
il), and an addition to the Tel 
Aviv Museum of Art opens in 
2011 (www.tamuseum.com). 
The Tel Aviv Performing Arts 
Centre hosts a diverse reper-
toire of performances in the fall, 
including a Bartók opera (www.
israel-opera.co.il).

EAT Sip a lychee-and-rose 
martini at the sophisticated 
Social Club (Rothschild 45; 972-
3/560-1114), followed by home-
made pappardelle with duck 
confi t from its brasserie menu. 
The in-house butchers at Porter 
& Sons (Ha’arba’a 14; 972-3/ 
624-4355) craft fl avourful pork, 
lamb, and beef sausages – one is 
spiked with chipotle and smoked 

paprika – that pair great with 
local microbrews. Celebrity 
chef Jonathan Roshfeld presides 
over the ever-changing menu 
at Tapas Ahad ha’am (Ahad 
Ha’am 27; 972-3/566-6966), a 
raucous restaurant with a Spain-
meets-israel vibe. 

DRINK in a Bauhaus 
building that once housed a 
celeb-spotting sandwich shop, 
yehuda halevi gastropub (Ye-
huda Halevi 58; 972-52/475-
5474) concocts refreshing white 
sangria with cava, pears, and 
spices. Oktober (Florentine 
40; 972-77/510-0731) pays 
homage to Germany’s beer fest, 
but if you fancy single malts, 
its Old English-style smoking 
lounge is perfect for savouring 
a 16-year-old Lagavulin. Order 
a passion fruit rum slushie or 
a relatively rare israeli rosé at 
The Container (Warehouse #2; 
972-3/683-6321), a chic bar in 
an industrial hangar along the 
Old Jaff a Port. in a nineteenth-
century house that’s part of the 
renovated and now trendy old 

Jaff a train station, Shushka Shvili 
(HaTachana Complex; 972-3/516-
0008) has a spacious, breezy 
porch for sampling 100 diff erent 
bottled beers with some 40 tapas.

SHOP Snap up purses 
emblazoned with vintage Tel Aviv 
street and café scenes at Made in 
TLV (HaTachana Complex; 972-
3/510-4333), a shop devoted to 
authentic city souvenirs. O-shan 
(Pinsker 5; 972-77/701-0074) 
jeweller Shelley Leemor creates 
inspired-by-nature treasures and 
experimental works from vintage 
crystal chandelier parts. The 
tranquil, glass-walled tea empo-
rium Le Palais des Thés (Rehov 
Dizengoff  131; 972-3/522-1317) 
stocks more than 200 varieties 
from around the world.

STAY Situated beside one 
of Tel Aviv’s hippest neighbour-
hoods, the intercontinental 
David tel aviv off ers guest rooms 
overlooking the Mediterranean, 
a spa with ayurvedic massages, 
a placid outdoor pool, and an 
intimate cigar bar. 

Tel It
like It Is
Lively tapas eateries, 

chic beer pubs, and 
the arts rule Tel Aviv. 

By JEANINE BARONE

Local Knowledge. Insider Access. Bespoke Adventures.
We Make Once in a Lifetime Happen
For that once-in-a-lifetime voyage, “small” makes all the difference. Transcendent experiences

rarely happen in a crowd. And our shore programs are so highly personalised, you can explore

the places you visit in a more authentic, meaningful way. Whether it’s close-up encounters

with the local culture or understanding the fragility of an eco-system, a voyage with Silversea

can be filled with life-changing opportunities. Allow us to create one for you.

*TERMS & CONDITIONS: These special savings and offers are available on new bookings for select 2011 sailings for a limited time only. Bookings that are cancelled and re-booked do not qualify. Fares shown are cruise-only, in
Australian dollars, per guest, based on double occupancy in a Vista Suite. Port charges, government fees and taxes are additional. Fares reflect the best available early booking rates, are capacity controlled, are likely to increase,
and do not guarantee suite availability due to limited inventory. Savings may vary by category, and may not be available in all categories or combinable with other savings programmes and promotional offers. Savings do not
apply to Silversea Air, Land, Hotel or Rest Assured (formerly Reassurance) programmes, or to port charges and government fees. Additional restrictions may apply. Free Air & Transfers available from select US and Canadian
gateways for a limited time only and include roundtrip Economy Air plus transfers on day of embark/debark unless otherwise specified. Promotional airfares are available only to the first and second full-fare guests in a suite.
Additional restrictions may apply. Silversea's standard air programme, including transfers, less the Air Credit. Shipboard Credit is offered per doublr-occupancysuite, not per voyage, and only once to guests sailing consecutive
voyages. Single occupancy suites will receive a $250 Shipboard Credit. Shipboard Credit is in US dollars, may not be redeemed for cash, and any unused portion will be forfeited. Additional restrictions may apply. Rest Assured™
(formerly Silversea’s Reassurance Programme) provides a cruise credit within 90 days of sailing date for all charges paid (cruise fare, air, hotel and land programmes). The Rest Assured fee is 3% of each guest's Total Holiday
Cost when purchased with trip cancellation insurance. Please refer to complete Terms and Conditions at Silversea.com/Special Offers or contact your travel agent. All fares, savings, offers and itineraries are subject to change
without notice. All information herein is accurate and in effect at time of publishing. Ships’ registry: Bahamas. SA1431

2011 MEDITERRANEAN VOYAGES

Date Days Destination Embark/Disembark Ship Voyage Fares From:

Jul 2 7 Italian Rivieras Monte Carlo to Rome Silver Spirit 5117 AU$5,892

Jul 23 7 Greek Isles Athens to Istanbul Silver Spirit 5120 AU$5,892

Jul 30 7 Greek Isles Istanbul to Athens Silver Spirit 5121 AU$5,892

Aug 6 7 Dalmatia Coast & Classical Greece Athens to Venice Silver Spirit 5122 AU$5,892

Sep 3 7 Greek Isles Athens to Istanbul Silver Spirit 5126 AU$5,487

Sep 7 10 Greece & The Adriatic Venice to Istanbul Silver Wind 2126 AU$6,027

Sep 10 7 Black Sea Istanbul to Athens Silver Spirit 5127 AU$5,487

Sep 19 7 Iberian Treasures Barcelona to Lisbon Silver Cloud 1125 AU$4,407

Please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
Visit us online at Silversea.com.

Silversea All-Inclusive

Lifestyle

• Intimate ships from 296 to

540 guests

• All suites with butler service,

over 85% with verandas

• Complimentary wines and spirits

• In-suite bar with your beverage

preferences

• Open-seating restaurant with

Relais & Châteaux menus

• A choice of specialty restaurants

• Gratuities included in your fare

SA1431_VirtuosoLife AU_NZ:Flyer 10/13/10 5:29 PM Page 1
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Ron Arad’s new curvaceous 
Design Museum holon recently 
debuted (Mechanical Couture, 
an exhibition of how machines 
may redefi ne couture, runs until 
8 January, 2011; www.dmh.org.
il), and an addition to the Tel 
Aviv Museum of Art opens in 
2011 (www.tamuseum.com). 
The Tel Aviv Performing Arts 
Centre hosts a diverse reper-
toire of performances in the fall, 
including a Bartók opera (www.
israel-opera.co.il).

EAT Sip a lychee-and-rose 
martini at the sophisticated 
Social Club (Rothschild 45; 972-
3/560-1114), followed by home-
made pappardelle with duck 
confi t from its brasserie menu. 
The in-house butchers at Porter 
& Sons (Ha’arba’a 14; 972-3/ 
624-4355) craft fl avourful pork, 
lamb, and beef sausages – one is 
spiked with chipotle and smoked 

paprika – that pair great with 
local microbrews. Celebrity 
chef Jonathan Roshfeld presides 
over the ever-changing menu 
at Tapas Ahad ha’am (Ahad 
Ha’am 27; 972-3/566-6966), a 
raucous restaurant with a Spain-
meets-israel vibe. 

DRINK in a Bauhaus 
building that once housed a 
celeb-spotting sandwich shop, 
yehuda halevi gastropub (Ye-
huda Halevi 58; 972-52/475-
5474) concocts refreshing white 
sangria with cava, pears, and 
spices. Oktober (Florentine 
40; 972-77/510-0731) pays 
homage to Germany’s beer fest, 
but if you fancy single malts, 
its Old English-style smoking 
lounge is perfect for savouring 
a 16-year-old Lagavulin. Order 
a passion fruit rum slushie or 
a relatively rare israeli rosé at 
The Container (Warehouse #2; 
972-3/683-6321), a chic bar in 
an industrial hangar along the 
Old Jaff a Port. in a nineteenth-
century house that’s part of the 
renovated and now trendy old 

Jaff a train station, Shushka Shvili 
(HaTachana Complex; 972-3/516-
0008) has a spacious, breezy 
porch for sampling 100 diff erent 
bottled beers with some 40 tapas.

SHOP Snap up purses 
emblazoned with vintage Tel Aviv 
street and café scenes at Made in 
TLV (HaTachana Complex; 972-
3/510-4333), a shop devoted to 
authentic city souvenirs. O-shan 
(Pinsker 5; 972-77/701-0074) 
jeweller Shelley Leemor creates 
inspired-by-nature treasures and 
experimental works from vintage 
crystal chandelier parts. The 
tranquil, glass-walled tea empo-
rium Le Palais des Thés (Rehov 
Dizengoff  131; 972-3/522-1317) 
stocks more than 200 varieties 
from around the world.

STAY Situated beside one 
of Tel Aviv’s hippest neighbour-
hoods, the intercontinental 
David tel aviv off ers guest rooms 
overlooking the Mediterranean, 
a spa with ayurvedic massages, 
a placid outdoor pool, and an 
intimate cigar bar. 
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Local Knowledge. Insider Access. Bespoke Adventures.
We Make Once in a Lifetime Happen
For that once-in-a-lifetime voyage, “small” makes all the difference. Transcendent experiences

rarely happen in a crowd. And our shore programs are so highly personalised, you can explore

the places you visit in a more authentic, meaningful way. Whether it’s close-up encounters

with the local culture or understanding the fragility of an eco-system, a voyage with Silversea

can be filled with life-changing opportunities. Allow us to create one for you.

*TERMS & CONDITIONS: These special savings and offers are available on new bookings for select 2011 sailings for a limited time only. Bookings that are cancelled and re-booked do not qualify. Fares shown are cruise-only, in
Australian dollars, per guest, based on double occupancy in a Vista Suite. Port charges, government fees and taxes are additional. Fares reflect the best available early booking rates, are capacity controlled, are likely to increase,
and do not guarantee suite availability due to limited inventory. Savings may vary by category, and may not be available in all categories or combinable with other savings programmes and promotional offers. Savings do not
apply to Silversea Air, Land, Hotel or Rest Assured (formerly Reassurance) programmes, or to port charges and government fees. Additional restrictions may apply. Free Air & Transfers available from select US and Canadian
gateways for a limited time only and include roundtrip Economy Air plus transfers on day of embark/debark unless otherwise specified. Promotional airfares are available only to the first and second full-fare guests in a suite.
Additional restrictions may apply. Silversea's standard air programme, including transfers, less the Air Credit. Shipboard Credit is offered per doublr-occupancysuite, not per voyage, and only once to guests sailing consecutive
voyages. Single occupancy suites will receive a $250 Shipboard Credit. Shipboard Credit is in US dollars, may not be redeemed for cash, and any unused portion will be forfeited. Additional restrictions may apply. Rest Assured™
(formerly Silversea’s Reassurance Programme) provides a cruise credit within 90 days of sailing date for all charges paid (cruise fare, air, hotel and land programmes). The Rest Assured fee is 3% of each guest's Total Holiday
Cost when purchased with trip cancellation insurance. Please refer to complete Terms and Conditions at Silversea.com/Special Offers or contact your travel agent. All fares, savings, offers and itineraries are subject to change
without notice. All information herein is accurate and in effect at time of publishing. Ships’ registry: Bahamas. SA1431
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Egypt has seduced generations of travellers. 
from Cairo to the red Sea, a modern-day 
wanderer finds the country’s allure more alive 
than ever. By lISA KInoSHITA

in the shadow of the ancients: 
the Karnak temple complex’s hypostyle hall.
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the desert, I’m staring into the bottom-
less gaze of the feline-man. 

Following a lunch of spicy fish tagine 
with vegetables, we make an unsched-
uled stop at the Townhouse Gallery, a 
modern art venue generating buzz inter-
nationally. Inside, a young gallerist shows 
us around the cavernous space, where a 
video by Egyptian artist Wael Shawky 
contemplates the clang of twenty-first-
century pop culture with tradition-
steeped Muslim ways. The leafy back-
streets of downtown feel straight from 
New York’s East Village. At a café, men 
smoke sweet-smelling tobacco loaded 
into sheesha, tall, bulbous water pipes.

Cairo offers a roster of iconic sights 
both great and small, from the Citadel, 
Saladin’s twelfth-century stronghold 
against the Crusaders, to the animal 
mummies at the grand Egyptian Mu-
seum (even hawks and scarabs merit 
embalming!). I feel immersed in both 
the city’s antiquity and its surging pace. 
Cairo proves a charismatic, multifac-
eted metropolis, a priceless window on 
the past.

THE NExT MORNING wE FLY SOuTH 
to view the temples of Abu Simbel. The 

It’s a fine thing to rendezvous with a des-
tination one has always lusted after – but  
it’s even better when enchantment arrives 
from quarters unexpected. Egypt is that 
place for me: Shortly after landing in Cairo, 
during the drive to my hotel, I, like genera-
tions of visitors before me, find myself swept 

up by Egypt’s ubiquitous and easily glimpsed 
treasure. There’s the spine-tingling sighting  
of the Great Pyramid, its precise geometry

Cairo at Nile Plaza. Sahar is something of 
a rock star among Egypt’s guides, a Cairo 
university alumna who makes the dry 
dust of history engrossing. Reviewing 
the itinerary, we quickly fine-tune, de-
ciding which monuments are must-sees 
and which might be replaced by lesser-
known but more personally interesting 
sights (she’ll earn the nickname “The 
Closer” for her skill in accommodating 
the latter). Joining us at each destination, 
a local guide and driver choreograph our 
air and land transfers, saving critical 
time when there is so much to see.

THE LARGEST uRBAN AREA ON THE 
African continent, Cairo has 18 million 
people, epic traffic, and air quality on 

par with Mexico City’s. Here the jour-
ney begins, with excursions to the Giza 
pyramids, Saqqara (site of the world’s 
first pyramid), and the ancient capital of 
Memphis. At Giza, Sahar suggests taking 
in the second-largest pyramid, Khafre, 
instead of the Khufu (Great) Pyramid, 
for which huge tourist crowds amass for 
the day’s ration of tickets: 150 at 7:30 am 
and another 150 at 1 pm. Khafre appears 
larger than Khufu because it sits on high-
er ground. Its tip, which retains portions 
of its polished limestone casing, is a re-
minder that the structure once gleamed 
like a jewel in the desert.

Shuffling through Khafre’s dim, hu-
mid shaft is claustrophobia-inducing, 
like squeezing through the intestine of 
the ancient structure. No reason to lin-
ger. Back outside, as if to underline the 
relief of emerging into the fresh air and 
light, a hawk – like a tiny embodiment 
of Horus, falcon god of the heavens – 
circles the pyramid’s tip. More invit-
ing: the nearby Solar Barque Museum, 
which houses an elegant 43-metre-long 
cedar vessel built in 2500 bc to transport 
King Khufu through the afterworld. The 
Great Sphinx awaits on the horizon. Af-
ter a 15-minute horseback ride through (M
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enduring symbols: the Great sphinx 
and (top) the 43-metre-long solar 
barque of Khufu, preserved since the 
twenty-sixth century Bc. opposite: 
the pyramids of Giza.

I
soaring surreally above the chockablock 
apartments of Giza. And the sprawling 
City of the Dead, where many ornate 
mausoleums are now comfortably oc-
cupied by the living. Egypt, it’s quickly 
clear, presents an intoxicating mix of 
ancient history, fascinating moder-
nity, and endless surprises. No wonder  
it’s seduced everyone from Alexander 
the Great to Mark Twain, not to men-
tion legions of travellers from around  
the world.

My journey, created by African Travel, 
is an 11-day, made-to-order mix of  
cultural expedition, cruising on the  
Nile, and outdoor adventure on the Red 
Sea. My private Egytologist, Sahar Ham-
mad, meets me at the Four Seasons Hotel 
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the desert, I’m staring into the bottom-
less gaze of the feline-man. 

Following a lunch of spicy fish tagine 
with vegetables, we make an unsched-
uled stop at the Townhouse Gallery, a 
modern art venue generating buzz inter-
nationally. Inside, a young gallerist shows 
us around the cavernous space, where a 
video by Egyptian artist Wael Shawky 
contemplates the clang of twenty-first-
century pop culture with tradition-
steeped Muslim ways. The leafy back-
streets of downtown feel straight from 
New York’s East Village. At a café, men 
smoke sweet-smelling tobacco loaded 
into sheesha, tall, bulbous water pipes.

Cairo offers a roster of iconic sights 
both great and small, from the Citadel, 
Saladin’s twelfth-century stronghold 
against the Crusaders, to the animal 
mummies at the grand Egyptian Mu-
seum (even hawks and scarabs merit 
embalming!). I feel immersed in both 
the city’s antiquity and its surging pace. 
Cairo proves a charismatic, multifac-
eted metropolis, a priceless window on 
the past.

THE NExT MORNING wE FLY SOuTH 
to view the temples of Abu Simbel. The 

It’s a fine thing to rendezvous with a des-
tination one has always lusted after – but  
it’s even better when enchantment arrives 
from quarters unexpected. Egypt is that 
place for me: Shortly after landing in Cairo, 
during the drive to my hotel, I, like genera-
tions of visitors before me, find myself swept 

up by Egypt’s ubiquitous and easily glimpsed 
treasure. There’s the spine-tingling sighting  
of the Great Pyramid, its precise geometry

Cairo at Nile Plaza. Sahar is something of 
a rock star among Egypt’s guides, a Cairo 
university alumna who makes the dry 
dust of history engrossing. Reviewing 
the itinerary, we quickly fine-tune, de-
ciding which monuments are must-sees 
and which might be replaced by lesser-
known but more personally interesting 
sights (she’ll earn the nickname “The 
Closer” for her skill in accommodating 
the latter). Joining us at each destination, 
a local guide and driver choreograph our 
air and land transfers, saving critical 
time when there is so much to see.

THE LARGEST uRBAN AREA ON THE 
African continent, Cairo has 18 million 
people, epic traffic, and air quality on 

par with Mexico City’s. Here the jour-
ney begins, with excursions to the Giza 
pyramids, Saqqara (site of the world’s 
first pyramid), and the ancient capital of 
Memphis. At Giza, Sahar suggests taking 
in the second-largest pyramid, Khafre, 
instead of the Khufu (Great) Pyramid, 
for which huge tourist crowds amass for 
the day’s ration of tickets: 150 at 7:30 am 
and another 150 at 1 pm. Khafre appears 
larger than Khufu because it sits on high-
er ground. Its tip, which retains portions 
of its polished limestone casing, is a re-
minder that the structure once gleamed 
like a jewel in the desert.

Shuffling through Khafre’s dim, hu-
mid shaft is claustrophobia-inducing, 
like squeezing through the intestine of 
the ancient structure. No reason to lin-
ger. Back outside, as if to underline the 
relief of emerging into the fresh air and 
light, a hawk – like a tiny embodiment 
of Horus, falcon god of the heavens – 
circles the pyramid’s tip. More invit-
ing: the nearby Solar Barque Museum, 
which houses an elegant 43-metre-long 
cedar vessel built in 2500 bc to transport 
King Khufu through the afterworld. The 
Great Sphinx awaits on the horizon. Af-
ter a 15-minute horseback ride through (M
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enduring symbols: the Great sphinx 
and (top) the 43-metre-long solar 
barque of Khufu, preserved since the 
twenty-sixth century Bc. opposite: 
the pyramids of Giza.

I
soaring surreally above the chockablock 
apartments of Giza. And the sprawling 
City of the Dead, where many ornate 
mausoleums are now comfortably oc-
cupied by the living. Egypt, it’s quickly 
clear, presents an intoxicating mix of 
ancient history, fascinating moder-
nity, and endless surprises. No wonder  
it’s seduced everyone from Alexander 
the Great to Mark Twain, not to men-
tion legions of travellers from around  
the world.

My journey, created by African Travel, 
is an 11-day, made-to-order mix of  
cultural expedition, cruising on the  
Nile, and outdoor adventure on the Red 
Sea. My private Egytologist, Sahar Ham-
mad, meets me at the Four Seasons Hotel 
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Aswan High Dam, completed in 1971, 
harnessed the Nile’s flow, increasing 
Egypt’s agricultural productivity by a 
third and creating the world’s largest 
artificial lake, Lake Nasser. The flood-
waters would have forever submerged 
the region’s Nubian antiquities if not for 
a uNESCo-sponsored international 
preservation effort. In one of history’s 
most astounding engineering feats, 
workers cut the massive temples of 
Ramses II and Hathor into some 2,000 
blocks weighing up to 40 tonnes each, 
and relocated them to a man-made 
hillside about 213 metres away. Every 
22 February and 22 october, thanks to 
the precise orientation of the pharaoh’s 
temple, the rays of the rising sun reach 
the rear wall of the innermost sanctum, 
illuminating the statues of deities.  

Following a breezy ramble along Lake 
Nasser’s tree-lined promenade, it’s time 
to reboard the plane for Aswan, the 
jumping-off point for our cruise. After 
the bustle of Cairo, Aswan feels laid-
back, like a resort town. The contrast 
is most naked at the local souk: While 
bartering may be high sport at Cairo’s 
bustling Khan el-Khalili bazaar, here the 
merchants charm with reverse psychol-
ogy: “No worries, I won’t bother you. 
No hassle here.” Endless aisles overflow 
with piquant spices, brilliant textiles, 
and handmade tchotchkes. I sift through 
jalabiya (tunics), gold jewellery, and CDs 
of soulful Arabic music. 

Aswan’s enchanting stretch of the 
Nile begs to be explored by a traditional, 

flat-bottomed sailing felucca or, in our 
case, a small riverboat. Lazy currents 
lap the black granite Elephantine Is-
land, which played a role in the old ivory 
trade and where large boulders do, in 
fact, resemble pachyderms. The boat 
threads through deliciously marshy 
channels where pintail ducks and snow-
white herons ply the water among the 
reeds. We drift by the Aga Khan’s villa 
and mausoleum, Nubian villages of 
dome-topped houses, and the grand old 
Cataract Hotel, where Agatha Christie 
penned Death on the Nile. Immaculate 
topiaries line the moorage of Kitch-
ener’s Island, a fabulous botanical gar-
den where feral cats frolic and towering 
frankincense, Indian jasmine, and royal 
palms shade granite walkways. Time 
stands still here.

When darkness falls, the desert 
cities ramp up. In Aswan a palpable 
energy emerges as people venture 
out into the refreshing night air. Cars 
share the streets with horse-drawn 
carriages en route to the nightly 
sound-and-light show at the Temple 
of Isis at Philae – another monument 
rescued by uNESCo and relocated 
to Agilika Island. The illuminat-
ed temple complex looms, other-
worldly under the stars. The sono-
rous Isis drama suggests masterpiece 
Theatre meets Star Trek, but can’t 
diminish the wonder of wandering 
through ravishing 2,000-year-old 
shrines dedicated to the melodramatic 
lives of the gods. 

I HATE TO LEAVE ASwĀN SO SOON, 
but consolation arrives in the form of the 
Sonesta Star Goddess, for a three-night 
sailing to Luxor. Aboard this floating 
jewel, completely renovated this year, 33 
suites each have a terrace, a plasma TV, 
Wi-Fi, a full-size bathtub, and panoram-
ic windows. Passengers on the 71-metre 
ship relax at the sundeck pool and bar, 
dine in the smart lounge and handsome 
dining room, and work out in the gym or 
on the outdoor jogging track.

For the next three days the Star God-
dess sails up the Nile to a procession of 
temples that increase in magnificence. 
Carved figures with heavily contoured 
eyes (the ancient Egyptians lined their 
own eyes with powdered black galena or 
green malachite as sun protection) stare 
from fluted columns. At the Temple of 
Kom ombo, extraordinary reliefs de-
pict surgical implements of the early Ro-
mans: scalpel, speculum, heating cups, 
bone saw. At Luxor, a fertile landscape 
of maize and sunflowers leads to the 
modernist-looking Temple of Hatshep-
sut (a strong-willed female pharaoh, 
she wore the traditional false beard). 
Karnak, an elegant, open-air religious 
complex, spreads over 247 acres; in the 
rosy light of dusk, the seven-story col-
umns of its hypostyle hall throw a lan-
guorous shadow over the people moving 
within. Luxor Temple, built by Amen-
hotep III, rivals Karnak’s grandeur: The 
Description de l’Egypte, an encyclopedic 
study by hundreds of scholars and sci-
entists who accompanied Napoleon’s 

clockwise from top left: 
aswān market spices, 
feluccas on the nile, 

jewellry in aswān, and 
jalabiyas aplenty. oppo-
site, left to right: cairo’s 

egyptian Museum and 
the temple of ramses ii 

at abu simbel.
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Aswan High Dam, completed in 1971, 
harnessed the Nile’s flow, increasing 
Egypt’s agricultural productivity by a 
third and creating the world’s largest 
artificial lake, Lake Nasser. The flood-
waters would have forever submerged 
the region’s Nubian antiquities if not for 
a uNESCo-sponsored international 
preservation effort. In one of history’s 
most astounding engineering feats, 
workers cut the massive temples of 
Ramses II and Hathor into some 2,000 
blocks weighing up to 40 tonnes each, 
and relocated them to a man-made 
hillside about 213 metres away. Every 
22 February and 22 october, thanks to 
the precise orientation of the pharaoh’s 
temple, the rays of the rising sun reach 
the rear wall of the innermost sanctum, 
illuminating the statues of deities.  

Following a breezy ramble along Lake 
Nasser’s tree-lined promenade, it’s time 
to reboard the plane for Aswan, the 
jumping-off point for our cruise. After 
the bustle of Cairo, Aswan feels laid-
back, like a resort town. The contrast 
is most naked at the local souk: While 
bartering may be high sport at Cairo’s 
bustling Khan el-Khalili bazaar, here the 
merchants charm with reverse psychol-
ogy: “No worries, I won’t bother you. 
No hassle here.” Endless aisles overflow 
with piquant spices, brilliant textiles, 
and handmade tchotchkes. I sift through 
jalabiya (tunics), gold jewellery, and CDs 
of soulful Arabic music. 

Aswan’s enchanting stretch of the 
Nile begs to be explored by a traditional, 

flat-bottomed sailing felucca or, in our 
case, a small riverboat. Lazy currents 
lap the black granite Elephantine Is-
land, which played a role in the old ivory 
trade and where large boulders do, in 
fact, resemble pachyderms. The boat 
threads through deliciously marshy 
channels where pintail ducks and snow-
white herons ply the water among the 
reeds. We drift by the Aga Khan’s villa 
and mausoleum, Nubian villages of 
dome-topped houses, and the grand old 
Cataract Hotel, where Agatha Christie 
penned Death on the Nile. Immaculate 
topiaries line the moorage of Kitch-
ener’s Island, a fabulous botanical gar-
den where feral cats frolic and towering 
frankincense, Indian jasmine, and royal 
palms shade granite walkways. Time 
stands still here.

When darkness falls, the desert 
cities ramp up. In Aswan a palpable 
energy emerges as people venture 
out into the refreshing night air. Cars 
share the streets with horse-drawn 
carriages en route to the nightly 
sound-and-light show at the Temple 
of Isis at Philae – another monument 
rescued by uNESCo and relocated 
to Agilika Island. The illuminat-
ed temple complex looms, other-
worldly under the stars. The sono-
rous Isis drama suggests masterpiece 
Theatre meets Star Trek, but can’t 
diminish the wonder of wandering 
through ravishing 2,000-year-old 
shrines dedicated to the melodramatic 
lives of the gods. 

I HATE TO LEAVE ASwĀN SO SOON, 
but consolation arrives in the form of the 
Sonesta Star Goddess, for a three-night 
sailing to Luxor. Aboard this floating 
jewel, completely renovated this year, 33 
suites each have a terrace, a plasma TV, 
Wi-Fi, a full-size bathtub, and panoram-
ic windows. Passengers on the 71-metre 
ship relax at the sundeck pool and bar, 
dine in the smart lounge and handsome 
dining room, and work out in the gym or 
on the outdoor jogging track.

For the next three days the Star God-
dess sails up the Nile to a procession of 
temples that increase in magnificence. 
Carved figures with heavily contoured 
eyes (the ancient Egyptians lined their 
own eyes with powdered black galena or 
green malachite as sun protection) stare 
from fluted columns. At the Temple of 
Kom ombo, extraordinary reliefs de-
pict surgical implements of the early Ro-
mans: scalpel, speculum, heating cups, 
bone saw. At Luxor, a fertile landscape 
of maize and sunflowers leads to the 
modernist-looking Temple of Hatshep-
sut (a strong-willed female pharaoh, 
she wore the traditional false beard). 
Karnak, an elegant, open-air religious 
complex, spreads over 247 acres; in the 
rosy light of dusk, the seven-story col-
umns of its hypostyle hall throw a lan-
guorous shadow over the people moving 
within. Luxor Temple, built by Amen-
hotep III, rivals Karnak’s grandeur: The 
Description de l’Egypte, an encyclopedic 
study by hundreds of scholars and sci-
entists who accompanied Napoleon’s 
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sunrise. At the crest, Mahmoud pulls 
me up to a wind-whipped ledge. The 
excitement grows. There is the sensa-
tion of fulfilling an impulse that has 
drawn seekers here for centuries. Star-
ing out at soaring red ridges in every 
direction, the vastness of the place – 
and of what’s beyond it – sinks in. Peo-
ple are speaking many languages,  
looking skyward, and no translator  
is needed.  

we set out in the dark behind the young 
guide, who glides easily up the wide 
trail in a flowing white jalabiya and 
sandals. We pass teahouses and sure-
footed camels, and as we ascend, lines 
of headlamps belonging to interna-
tional teams of climbers appear, mov-
ing up the switchbacks. Some 750 
rough-hewn steps mark the final ap-
proach to the summit. Here hikers 
crowd the trail, jostling to witness the 

continuously operating monastery. 
Bountiful olive and pomegranate gar-
dens and a luminous collection of gilt 
icons grace Saint Catherine’s, the keeper 
of what is said to be the original burning 
bush. The hardy-looking “bush” resem-
bles an two-metre-tall weeping willow, 
and its branches cascade over a stone 
wall into which pilgrims tuck prayers. 

Mohammad arranges our climb with 
a bedouin guide, Mahmoud. At 2:30 am 
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first military campaign in Egypt, re-
counts that the first sight of the two 
temples so stunned the French that 
they spontaneously “formed ranks and 
presented arms to the accompaniment 
of the drums and the bands.”

At the Valley of the Kings, Sahar has 
a surprise: Knowing I’m itching for a 
bike ride, she has arranged a spin up  
the old royal processional way to the 
entry of the tombs. I jump on a waiting 
fixed-speed and ride up a curving, paved 
road between piles of desert rock to  
the rugged necropolis. Here, rocky  
cliffs harbour 63 royal tombs intended  
to deter grave robbers. At the crypt of  
Tutankhamun’s mother, Kiya, hiero-
glyphic text tattoos entire walls (“I 
want to do my walls like this!” exclaims 
an Australian woman). Another crypt 
depicts the judgment of the under-
world. Visitors can even see how artists 
drew and revised scenes, like ancient 
graphic novelists.

Seeing my interest piqued by the 
anonymous artists, Sahar suggests a 
visit to the nearby workmen’s village of 
Deir el-Medina, with its adjacent tombs. 
It does not disappoint: Viewed from 
above, the mud-brick village looks like 
a box with its lid pried off to expose 68 
tiny living compartments (once thatch-
covered) within. The finest artists deco-
rated the royal tombs, so naturally their 
own count among the most beautiful. 
Inside one small, nineteenth-dynasty  
crypt, a world of vivid color depicts 
everyday scenes, such as a man kneel-
ing in prayer, still performed daily all  
over Egypt.

Back on the Star Goddess’ deck I sip a 
beer, noting with satisfaction that the 
Egyptians who worked on the monu-
ments also enjoyed ale as a staple refresh-
ment. The scenery slides by: clusters of 
palms on the riverbank, farm plots of 
mango and banana, grazing cattle and 
donkeys. A horse-shaped raft of vegeta-
tion floats by. The breeze carries butter-
flies and the grunts of camels. Sandstone 
cliffs loom nakedly on one bank, dense 
greenery on the other. A crescent moon 
rises in the dusk, and the call of the muez-
zin shimmers from both sides of the river. 

AFTER BIDDING THE Star goddeSS 
adieu, it’s off to our final destination, 
the Sinai Peninsula. The turquoise-
rich Sinai Mountains, jagged ridges of 
copper-coloured peaks, beckon to the 
north. The Sinai provides a trip sea-
soned with active adventure by land 
and sea. At Sharm al-Sheikh Airport our 
guide, Mohammad, sweeps us up with 
bottled water and unbottled enthusi-
asm. The former journalism student 
with spiral curls and a puckish grin de-
clares this resort area “is like Las Vegas. 
You’ll see!” I’m delivered to my hotel in 
Na’ama Bay on the Red Sea.

Time spent on or near water feels 
like unadulterated luxury in scorching 
Egypt, and Sharm al-Sheikh offers some 
of the best diving on the planet. Alas, 
there’s no time for a scuba refresher, 
but luckily some of the richest snorkel-
ling habitat is right in front of my hotel. 
Walking down the dock I immediately 
spot three exquisite lionfish swimming 
at the surface. Within minutes I’m  

submerged in a crystal-clear wonderland: 
Blue tangs, butterfly fish, and parrotfish 
swirl around enormous coral. I can only 
guess at the wonders to be seen in open 
water and amid the wrecks off the coast.

A different sort of encounter awaits 
several other travellers and me that 
evening outside the city in the desert, 
home of the bedouin minority popula-
tion. While the Sinai’s building boom 
has displaced some of these formerly 
nomadic desert-dwellers, many are suc-
cessfully adapting to change, embrac-
ing tourism. Take our desert dinner 
under the stars: What could veer into 
travel cliché proves intimate and spon-
taneous. Candles glow inside clear, cut-
off water jugs, illuminating open tents. 
Succulent meats char over the fire as 
a cook rolls out dough for a crisp flat-
bread. under the rising moon, we con-
sume copious amounts of food and chat 
with our hosts through a translator. Fol-
lowing dinner comes the sheesha. Then a 
spry bedouin leads slightly tentative 
British and American guests in crazed 
shimmies around the fire. What hap-
pens on the Sinai stays on the Sinai.

JEwS, CHRISTIANS, AND MuSLIMS 
all agree that God delivered the Ten 
Commandments to Moses on Mount 
Sinai (although some question re-
mains as to which peak is the actual 
Mount Sinai of the Bible). Hiking to  
its summit is an experience I don’t 
want to miss. At the mountain’s base 
sits Saint Catherine’s Monastery, a 
uNESCo World Heritage site, and,  
at some 1,700 years, the world’s oldest 
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Go   african travel inc.’s private ten-day trip reveals Egypt with three 
nights in Cairo, a three-night cruise on the Nile, visits to major temples and 
ruins, and adventuring on the Sinai Peninsula. The factors that make all the 
difference: a private Egyptologist and sightseeing vehicle, and plenty of 
room for customisation. Departures: Any day throughout 2011.

tauck’s 12-day trip through Egypt features an exclusive, pyramid-view 
hotel stay in Cairo, expert-led tours of the antiquities, four nights aboard 
the Nile Adventurer with a shipboard cooking lesson, a jaunt by camel near 
the pyramids, and a visit to the Sphinx at Giza. Departures: Multiple dates, 
September until April.

Discover Alexandria, the capital of the Hellenistic world, on absolute 
travel’s private 14-day trip. Glide down the Nile to the valleys of the kings 
and queens and wander Cairo’s gems, including the grand Khan el-Khalili 
bazaar and Egyptian Museum. Departures: Any day throughout 2011.

Lindblad expeditions’ 15-day adventure includes a six-night sailing aboard 
the 47-passenger Salacia. Egyptologists enrich the experience of temples, 
museums, and antiquities, as well as fast-forward Cairo. Departures: 
Multiple dates until 7 April, 2011.

On a 12-day Egyptian sojourn with travcoa, travellers see the classics in 
style – from the first day, with a river-view room at the Four Seasons Hotel 

Cairo at Nile Plaza, to a Nile cruise, enjoyed from a presidential suite. 
Departures: Multiple dates throughout 2011.

authentescapes’ nine-day trip through Egypt begins on the Giza Plateau 
with a private lecture by Zahi Hawass, secretary general of the country’s 
Supreme Council of Antiquities. The revelations continue on a four-night 
cruise down the Nile (including an Egyptian cooking lesson and a ride on  
a felucca), and at Abu Simbel. Departure: 20 October, 2011.

STAY   On the grand corniche of the East Bank, the four seasons hotel 
cairo at nile Plaza offers panoramic views of the river and the Citadel. 

The four seasons hotel cairo at the first residence is a paragon of hip 
tastefulness on the Nile’s west bank next to the Giza Zoo and its botanical 
gardens. The international set congregates at Club 35.

CRUISE   The sleek and stylish Oberoi Zahra offers seven-day sailings 
between Luxor and Aswān. The ship features two suites, 25 airy cabins, and 
an onboard spa to keep you in fine fettle while sailing. Departures: Weekly.

During a ten-day sailing from Port Said, Egypt, to Salalah, Oman, 
residensea’s 330-passenger The World calls on the Sinai Peninsula 
with an overnight stop in Sharm al-Sheikh and a transit of the Suez  
Canal. Departure: 13 November, 2011.  

AnTIquITy for All Plan an Egyptian adventure.

statues of ramses ii stand  
sentry at the temple of Luxor.

Modern lines from long ago:  
the temple of hatshepsut.

 ancient life in relief at  
the temple of Kom ombo.
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sunrise. At the crest, Mahmoud pulls 
me up to a wind-whipped ledge. The 
excitement grows. There is the sensa-
tion of fulfilling an impulse that has 
drawn seekers here for centuries. Star-
ing out at soaring red ridges in every 
direction, the vastness of the place – 
and of what’s beyond it – sinks in. Peo-
ple are speaking many languages,  
looking skyward, and no translator  
is needed.  

we set out in the dark behind the young 
guide, who glides easily up the wide 
trail in a flowing white jalabiya and 
sandals. We pass teahouses and sure-
footed camels, and as we ascend, lines 
of headlamps belonging to interna-
tional teams of climbers appear, mov-
ing up the switchbacks. Some 750 
rough-hewn steps mark the final ap-
proach to the summit. Here hikers 
crowd the trail, jostling to witness the 

continuously operating monastery. 
Bountiful olive and pomegranate gar-
dens and a luminous collection of gilt 
icons grace Saint Catherine’s, the keeper 
of what is said to be the original burning 
bush. The hardy-looking “bush” resem-
bles an two-metre-tall weeping willow, 
and its branches cascade over a stone 
wall into which pilgrims tuck prayers. 

Mohammad arranges our climb with 
a bedouin guide, Mahmoud. At 2:30 am 
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first military campaign in Egypt, re-
counts that the first sight of the two 
temples so stunned the French that 
they spontaneously “formed ranks and 
presented arms to the accompaniment 
of the drums and the bands.”

At the Valley of the Kings, Sahar has 
a surprise: Knowing I’m itching for a 
bike ride, she has arranged a spin up  
the old royal processional way to the 
entry of the tombs. I jump on a waiting 
fixed-speed and ride up a curving, paved 
road between piles of desert rock to  
the rugged necropolis. Here, rocky  
cliffs harbour 63 royal tombs intended  
to deter grave robbers. At the crypt of  
Tutankhamun’s mother, Kiya, hiero-
glyphic text tattoos entire walls (“I 
want to do my walls like this!” exclaims 
an Australian woman). Another crypt 
depicts the judgment of the under-
world. Visitors can even see how artists 
drew and revised scenes, like ancient 
graphic novelists.

Seeing my interest piqued by the 
anonymous artists, Sahar suggests a 
visit to the nearby workmen’s village of 
Deir el-Medina, with its adjacent tombs. 
It does not disappoint: Viewed from 
above, the mud-brick village looks like 
a box with its lid pried off to expose 68 
tiny living compartments (once thatch-
covered) within. The finest artists deco-
rated the royal tombs, so naturally their 
own count among the most beautiful. 
Inside one small, nineteenth-dynasty  
crypt, a world of vivid color depicts 
everyday scenes, such as a man kneel-
ing in prayer, still performed daily all  
over Egypt.

Back on the Star Goddess’ deck I sip a 
beer, noting with satisfaction that the 
Egyptians who worked on the monu-
ments also enjoyed ale as a staple refresh-
ment. The scenery slides by: clusters of 
palms on the riverbank, farm plots of 
mango and banana, grazing cattle and 
donkeys. A horse-shaped raft of vegeta-
tion floats by. The breeze carries butter-
flies and the grunts of camels. Sandstone 
cliffs loom nakedly on one bank, dense 
greenery on the other. A crescent moon 
rises in the dusk, and the call of the muez-
zin shimmers from both sides of the river. 

AFTER BIDDING THE Star goddeSS 
adieu, it’s off to our final destination, 
the Sinai Peninsula. The turquoise-
rich Sinai Mountains, jagged ridges of 
copper-coloured peaks, beckon to the 
north. The Sinai provides a trip sea-
soned with active adventure by land 
and sea. At Sharm al-Sheikh Airport our 
guide, Mohammad, sweeps us up with 
bottled water and unbottled enthusi-
asm. The former journalism student 
with spiral curls and a puckish grin de-
clares this resort area “is like Las Vegas. 
You’ll see!” I’m delivered to my hotel in 
Na’ama Bay on the Red Sea.

Time spent on or near water feels 
like unadulterated luxury in scorching 
Egypt, and Sharm al-Sheikh offers some 
of the best diving on the planet. Alas, 
there’s no time for a scuba refresher, 
but luckily some of the richest snorkel-
ling habitat is right in front of my hotel. 
Walking down the dock I immediately 
spot three exquisite lionfish swimming 
at the surface. Within minutes I’m  

submerged in a crystal-clear wonderland: 
Blue tangs, butterfly fish, and parrotfish 
swirl around enormous coral. I can only 
guess at the wonders to be seen in open 
water and amid the wrecks off the coast.

A different sort of encounter awaits 
several other travellers and me that 
evening outside the city in the desert, 
home of the bedouin minority popula-
tion. While the Sinai’s building boom 
has displaced some of these formerly 
nomadic desert-dwellers, many are suc-
cessfully adapting to change, embrac-
ing tourism. Take our desert dinner 
under the stars: What could veer into 
travel cliché proves intimate and spon-
taneous. Candles glow inside clear, cut-
off water jugs, illuminating open tents. 
Succulent meats char over the fire as 
a cook rolls out dough for a crisp flat-
bread. under the rising moon, we con-
sume copious amounts of food and chat 
with our hosts through a translator. Fol-
lowing dinner comes the sheesha. Then a 
spry bedouin leads slightly tentative 
British and American guests in crazed 
shimmies around the fire. What hap-
pens on the Sinai stays on the Sinai.

JEwS, CHRISTIANS, AND MuSLIMS 
all agree that God delivered the Ten 
Commandments to Moses on Mount 
Sinai (although some question re-
mains as to which peak is the actual 
Mount Sinai of the Bible). Hiking to  
its summit is an experience I don’t 
want to miss. At the mountain’s base 
sits Saint Catherine’s Monastery, a 
uNESCo World Heritage site, and,  
at some 1,700 years, the world’s oldest 
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Go   african travel inc.’s private ten-day trip reveals Egypt with three 
nights in Cairo, a three-night cruise on the Nile, visits to major temples and 
ruins, and adventuring on the Sinai Peninsula. The factors that make all the 
difference: a private Egyptologist and sightseeing vehicle, and plenty of 
room for customisation. Departures: Any day throughout 2011.

tauck’s 12-day trip through Egypt features an exclusive, pyramid-view 
hotel stay in Cairo, expert-led tours of the antiquities, four nights aboard 
the Nile Adventurer with a shipboard cooking lesson, a jaunt by camel near 
the pyramids, and a visit to the Sphinx at Giza. Departures: Multiple dates, 
September until April.

Discover Alexandria, the capital of the Hellenistic world, on absolute 
travel’s private 14-day trip. Glide down the Nile to the valleys of the kings 
and queens and wander Cairo’s gems, including the grand Khan el-Khalili 
bazaar and Egyptian Museum. Departures: Any day throughout 2011.

Lindblad expeditions’ 15-day adventure includes a six-night sailing aboard 
the 47-passenger Salacia. Egyptologists enrich the experience of temples, 
museums, and antiquities, as well as fast-forward Cairo. Departures: 
Multiple dates until 7 April, 2011.

On a 12-day Egyptian sojourn with travcoa, travellers see the classics in 
style – from the first day, with a river-view room at the Four Seasons Hotel 

Cairo at Nile Plaza, to a Nile cruise, enjoyed from a presidential suite. 
Departures: Multiple dates throughout 2011.

authentescapes’ nine-day trip through Egypt begins on the Giza Plateau 
with a private lecture by Zahi Hawass, secretary general of the country’s 
Supreme Council of Antiquities. The revelations continue on a four-night 
cruise down the Nile (including an Egyptian cooking lesson and a ride on  
a felucca), and at Abu Simbel. Departure: 20 October, 2011.

STAY   On the grand corniche of the East Bank, the four seasons hotel 
cairo at nile Plaza offers panoramic views of the river and the Citadel. 

The four seasons hotel cairo at the first residence is a paragon of hip 
tastefulness on the Nile’s west bank next to the Giza Zoo and its botanical 
gardens. The international set congregates at Club 35.

CRUISE   The sleek and stylish Oberoi Zahra offers seven-day sailings 
between Luxor and Aswān. The ship features two suites, 25 airy cabins, and 
an onboard spa to keep you in fine fettle while sailing. Departures: Weekly.

During a ten-day sailing from Port Said, Egypt, to Salalah, Oman, 
residensea’s 330-passenger The World calls on the Sinai Peninsula 
with an overnight stop in Sharm al-Sheikh and a transit of the Suez  
Canal. Departure: 13 November, 2011.  

AnTIquITy for All Plan an Egyptian adventure.

statues of ramses ii stand  
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THE JouRNEY BEGAN DAYS EARLIER IN Ho CHI MINH 
City. on Le Loi Avenue, a broad, congested artery at the 
thrumming heart of this metropolis, it’s possible to take 
in some of the town’s most famous landmarks. But from 
my vantage behind a tour guide on a restored 1960s Vespa, 
I was almost too preoccupied with the traffic pandemo-
nium to notice the sights. Stoplights burned red, and we 
motored through, along with hundreds of bikes around us. 
Taillights f lashed, and everyone veered onto the sidewalk 
at full speed. And rather than slow for an upcoming turn, 
my driver angled the Vespa across the oncoming lane till we 
were throttling up the far-side gutter, well positioned for 
the turn – never mind the clutch of advancing bikes. 

Ho Chi Minh City, which everyone except the most staunch 
government officials still calls Saigon, is a steamy conurbation 
of 9 million people who own an estimated 4.5 million motor-
cycles. That means two-strokes are the best way to take in the 
city; cars tend to bog down in the buzzing swarm. More than 
just practical, however, the experience is a valuable insight 
into the local psyche. In spite of the utter lack of road rules and 
the complete absence of order, traffic circulates without so 
much as a hiccup and road rage seems nonexistent. Life here is 
fluid, and locals are supple and easygoing.

In the 35 years since unification, Vietnam has proven itself 
similarly flexible. The country, like China, has cosied up to 
Western capitalism. The streets of Saigon glitter with Chloé 
and Louis Vuitton storefronts, and bellmen in crisp black 
slacks greet BMW X6s outside the Park Hyatt Saigon. 

Though rural Vietnamese may not sport Marc Jacobs and 
Mercedes, travellers cruising the Mekong will notice the ad-
vance of free enterprise everywhere. In Cái Bè, for example, 

N CHoNG KoH, A DuSTY ARC oF AN ISLAND 
carved away from mainland Cambodia by the per-

sistent southward surge of the Mekong, a wizened old monk con-
secrated a meter luxury riverboat. Stooped and bony as a picked-
over chicken, the little brown man wore pumpkin-coloured 
robes that contrasted neatly with the cobalt silk and varnished 
teak interior of the Jayavarman. Crouching on a damask throw 
pillow, he chanted and blessed the boat for safe passage, then 
half-hopped, half-hobbled around the ship, wafting pungent 
smoke from a fistful of joss sticks and sprinkling sacred water.

Even without the monk’s benediction, I felt blessed.  
It was only a few days into a weeklong cruise from Vietnam’s  
Mekong Delta to Cambodia’s ancient temples at Ang-
kor – part of a 14-day cultural immersion with Exotissimo  
Travel – and so far the experience had been nothing but comfort  
and bounty. Many tourists take more expedient routes 
to Angkor, the complex of ruins and monuments built by  
the Khmer Empire a millennium ago: Just book a flight to 
Siem Reap, and in one short day you can get an express tour 
and hop an outbound plane by evening to a beach resort  
in Thailand. But packing one of Southeast Asia’s greatest  
empires into a day or two seems like trying to learn Japa-
nese in a week. I’d spent months traipsing around the region 
on countless assignments, including two previous visits to  
Angkor, and I still felt like I’d only scratched the surface. 

The Jayavarman, which was christened in late 2009, 
buoyed my determination to see Angkor the right way.  

Crafted in the spirit of the Normandie, the 1930s-era steamer 
still considered by many to be the greatest ocean liner ever, 
the Jayavarman marries the romance of golden-age travel 
and the mystique of French Indochina with the comfort and 
amenities of a 27-room boutique hotel. More to the point, a 
week of churning upriver lulls travellers into the rhythm of 
the region and delivers infinitely deeper insight than a half-
day temple tour.

Back at Chong Koh, the scraggy, saffron-robed monk in-
canted his way down the gangplank back to his village. “For 
the people in Cambodia living along the river, their lives are 
better than those in the interior,” one of the shipboard Cam-
bodian guides told me as we watched the monk shamble into 
the green canopy. “It brings business and allows them to sell 
beyond their village. The Mekong is life.” A few minutes later, 
as we steamed into the river, a staff member traced the monk’s 
path onboard with a mop and pail. Holy water is well and good, 
provided guests don’t tumble on the slick wood deck.

Left to right: Deckside on the 
Mekong, angkor wat, Jayavarman 
style, a teacher from wat hanchey, 
and the writer’s home on the river.

o

farmers and fishermen steer their boats from around the Me-
kong Delta every couple of weeks to drop anchor and spend a few 
days bartering their merchandise at this thriving town’s float-
ing market. The morning we motored through, crisply painted 
sampans, the local flat-bottomed skiffs, were stacked high with 
gourds and melons and flittering silvery fish. Shrewd-looking 
ladies in floral tracksuits boarded neighbours’ boats and hag-
gled in loud, nasal voices.

From the market, guides ushered us into town to tour a brick- 
making factory, with fields of drying blocks lined up to be baked 
in massive earthen kilns. Next up was a crowd of small-scale 
candy shops, where pretty young women turned coconut into 
shrink-wrapped sweets. All the businesses we saw were small 

operations, perhaps generating just enough to support one or 
two families, but the importance of entrepreneurship was clear. 
And everything, from building materials to comestibles, was 
wrapped up and loaded onto boats headed back downriver for 
Saigon and markets beyond. 

T Wo DAYS INTo THE TRIP, THE Jayavarm aN FLoAT-
ed from Vietnam into Cambodia, and the river immediately 
slipped into new attire. The hive of traffic that crisscrossed 
the river most of the way from the South China Sea dwindled, 
as if we’d just veered from an interstate highway onto a sleepy, 
country two-lane road. And the thick, sylvan canopy and em-
erald rice paddies that swathed the banks faded to a drier, um-
ber landscape of prickly trees and gangly palms. The Mekong 
became flat and wide and hushed.

For those who don’t consider themselves cruisers, chugging 
up the Mekong is different. All day, a pastoral tableau unfolds, 
and a series of intimate vignettes gives a feel for life on the river. 
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this page: wat nokor and (right) dawn on  
the river. opposite: 1. a midmorning snack  
of rambutan and tea. 2. rice Krispie treats, 
cambodian style. 3. eighth-century wat 
hanchey. 4. a Jayavarman room key. 5. wat 
nokor in Kampong cham. 6. squid and noodle 
salad on the Jayavarman. 7. the mighty Me-
kong. 8. angkor thom’s Leper King terrace. 
9. Le Longanier, a villa serving lunch in cái Bè.

1. 2.
3.

4.

8.

9.

one moment, six little boys splashed and played in a cleft on 
the banks, pinwheeling from the stuffy midday heat into the 
cooling, chocolate-brown water and cheering as the Jayavarman 
glided by. A few minutes later, a snaggletoothed elderly woman 
wrapped in a krama, the traditional checkered scarf worn by 
men and women alike throughout rural Cambodia, peeked out 
from the dark, open door of a house teetering on thin stilts as 
two tall, white cows chewed straw in the home’s shade. Farther 
along, two monks in custard-coloured robes sat reading under a 
towering teak tree, the red and gold of the wat, or temple, glint-
ing in the dusty distance like a Christmas bauble. 

We stopped in Kampong Tralach, a tranquil village where 
locals led us to a nearby wat in crude oxcarts pulled by leggy 
cows. “After the Khmer Rouge, having a cart like this was like 
having a Lexus,” our guide informed me. In such a placid set-
ting, it’s easy to forget that one of the most horrific pogroms of 
recent history took place here just decades ago. Between 1975 

and 1979, Pol Pot’s Communist Party wiped out more than a 
million Cambodians in waves of murder and starvation that 
targeted the intellectual elite. After a half-dozen visits to Cam-
bodia, this still strikes me as the real conundrum of the place: 
that a country with such a turbid recent past is now so peaceful 
and friendly.

At Wat Kampong Tralach Leu, fading, 150-year-old paint-
ings depicting the life of the Buddha covered the inside of the 
temple. The scenes mirrored the countryside we’d been pass-
ing through for days, with a patchlike quilt of rice paddies and 
farms and a broad, snaking river arcing through the back-
ground. “There aren’t many paintings like these left in Cam-
bodia,” our guide said as we rode our carts back to the river. “If 
the weather didn’t destroy them, the war did.”

From the Mekong, the Jayavarman eased onto the Tonle 
Sap River, which links the capital, Phnom Penh, to South-
east Asia’s second-largest freshwater lake by way of a narrow, 

96-kilometre-long throat of waterway. During the summer 
monsoon, the Mekong becomes so bloated that it reverses the 
flow of this tributary, pouring water into the shallow Tonle Sap 
Lake. By September, at the height of the wet season, the river 
rises 9 metres and the lake quadruples in size, replenishing the 
fish stocks and flooding the surrounding plains with nutrient-
rich silt. As we crept upriver, a tangle of greenery carpeted the 
shores, with curls of ivy nearly touching the ship’s bow and 
islands of water hyacinth clogging the water. When the banks 
widened, we drifted into Kampong Chhnang, a dozy little mar-
ket town where whole neighbourhoods drift with the water’s 
annual ebb and swell.

The village looks like any other Cambodian town, except 
all the homes stand on pontoons and waterways separate 
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STAY  The grande dame of 
Ho Chi Minh City hotels, the 
252-room Park hyatt saigon 
pairs a colonial-looking facade 
with a sleek stone-and-glass 
interior. its Square One res-
taurant is one of the city’s best 
tables for innovative takes on 
Vietnamese cuisine. 

The 107-room hôtel de la Paix, 
a Siem Reap fixture before it 
was fully reconstructed five 
years ago, is the city’s most 
mod accommodation. Book a 
Duplex Spa Suite, with private 
rooftop soaking pools for 
unwinding after a temple tour, 
and save some time for The 
Arts Lounge, which serves 
cutting-edge local artwork and 
regionally inspired cocktails 
(such as the Kaffir-lime-and-
lemongrass-vodka martini). 

Once the royal guesthouse for 
King Norodom Sihanouk, Siem 
Reap’s leafy 24-suite aman-
sara has been transformed 
into a subtle retreat redolent  
of the French colonial period. 
The house tuk-tuks, all black 
with drivers in crisply pressed 

uniforms, are straight class, 
though if you book a pool suite 
you may have a tough time rous-
ing yourself for the ride to town. 

Fronted by a spectacular 
manicured garden with more 
than 55,000 plants, the 
78-year-old, 131-room raffles 
Grand hotel d’angkor has 
been carefully renovated to  
its original elegance. Dine 
on The Apsara Terrace while 
watching one of Siem Reap’s 
finest displays of traditional 
apsara dance, then hit the 
Amrita Spa for the cooling 
bath and full-body massage  
of the Angkor Escape. 

Go   exotissimo’s customis-
able multicountry trip plans few 
days at the beginning of the 
voyage to explore Ho Chi Minh 
City, including a Vespa tour, 
and a few days on the end to 
tour Angkor, with your choice 
of hotels in Siem Reap. But 
the trip’s focus is the Mekong 
journey. The eight-day, seven-
night cruise on the Jayavarman 

involves daily temple and 
village visits, a feast of Viet-
namese and Cambodian fare 
at three-plus meals each day, 
tai chi lessons each morning, 
and plenty of deck time for just 
watching the river amble by. 
Departures: Multiple dates until 
30 September, 2011. 

trails of indochina’s nine-
day trip from Phnom Penh to 
Siem Reap provides time for 
exploring Cambodia’s capital, 
followed by five nights aboard 
the Jayavarman, and three days 
touring the ruins at Angkor. 
Along the way, you’ll get a feel 
for the true Cambodia with 
stops in several rural villages 
and the pre-Angkorian temple 

at Wat Hanchey. Departures: 
Multiple dates throughout 2011.

Broaden your Southeast 
Asian horizons with absolute 
travel’s bespoke 16-day 
Vietnam and Cambodia odys-
sey. The private trip starts in 
Vietnam’s capital, Hanoi, before 
heading for a day of cruising 
among the surreal karst towers 
of Halong Bay. Travellers then 
take in some of central Viet-
nam’s favourite landmarks –  
the royal tombs at Hue,  
Da Nang’s Marble Mountains, 
and the charming port at Hoi 
An – before heading to Saigon 
for the Jayavarman cruise to 
Siem Reap. Departures: Any day 
throughout 2011.  

amansara.

hôtel de la Paix.

angkors away
Embark on your Mekong River adventure here.

the grid of buildings instead of streets. Vendors in small 
boats trawled the canals hawking produce, bags of chips, 
and automotive parts. Like the unhurried current of the 
Tonle Sap, life here seemed to advance at a meander.

I caught the eye of one woman, and she waved my sampan 
over to her floating home. As the household of 16 looked on,  
she showed me her house, two small rooms plus an indoor/
outdoor kitchen. They had a TV and what looked like an In-
ternet hookup, and the front yard was a fish pen. They moved 
to the river almost a decade ago to supplement their catch 
with farmed catfish and wouldn’t think of leaving. “We like it 
here. It’s cooler than in town and quieter, and we can feel the  
seasons,” she said. “Giving up the river would be like giving up 
our life.”

WHETHER You’VE ARRIVED AT ANGKoR BY AIR oR BY 
land in the past, there’s nothing quite like skimming up the 
Tonle Sap and dropping anchor just 30 minutes from this 
World Heritage site, the great reward at the end of the journey.

This region in north-central Cambodia was the seat of 
the Khmer Empire, which began in 802 with the rise of Jaya-
varman II and eventually extended into modern-day Laos, 
Vietnam, Thailand, Burma, and Malaysia. It’s believed that 
Angkor was the world’s largest preindustrial city, with more 
than 1 million people spread over 965 kilometres of hilly for-
est and farmlands. Hundreds of stone temples litter the region 
as reminders of the empire’s greatness – some little more than 
piles of rubble reclaimed by the jungle, and others masterpiec-
es of engineering and architecture that rival Machu Picchu or 
the pyramids of Egypt.

More than 5 million tons of sandstone were shaped and 
moved and carved into grandiose Angkor Wat, with kilometres 
of precisely sculpted bas-relief and towers soaring more than 
60 metres. Standing at the far end of the outer gallery, visitors 
can look down a 304-metre-long corridor at a line of support-
ing columns that’s still as straight and flat as a mirror. unlike 
the Mekong and Tonle Sap, where the beauty constantly 
changes with the weather, the season, and the water level, Ang-
kor’s magnificence rests in its timelessness. “I come here al-
most every day,” my guide said, “and I never get tired of it. It’s a 
testament to what Cambodians can do.”

Central Angkor’s structures are a must, but remote, lesser-
known temples such as Beng Mealea, lost in the overgrown 
jungle about 64 kilometres east of Siem Reap, provide a more 
intimate experience. Here the forest has slowly reclaimed the 
inner courtyards and towers of this once imposing monu-
ment, which is ringed by still moats choked with fist-size lo-
tus buds. Vines and bushes clamber over intricately carved 
lintels, and the roots of soaring ficus trees pry at splitting 
walls, sending great blocks of sandstone tumbling into heaps 
like huge piles of bones. Travellers can spend hours climbing 
over decaying libraries, silent with the weight of time, and 
studying sculpted tableaux full of mighty gods and bulging-
eyed demons. With few other tourists around, it was easy to 
feel like an explorer of yesteryear just happening on this 
great, lost ruin.

At the end of the day, we took a small sampan onto the lake, 
and, over a glass of Champagne, our guide placed the day’s tour 
in context. “The Khmer chose this location because of the 
proximity to the Tonle Sap,” he said, motioning out over the 

water. “They built a canal and floated in the stone for the tem-
ples from quarries 40 kilometres away, and the huge floodplain 
let them cultivate rice three or four times a year, not just one. 
But most important, the river gave them access to the Mekong 
and the sea.” Though it’s tempting for visitors to flock to Ang-
kor and take in the monumental spectacle of the temples, a 
true understanding of the place begins on the shores of these 
great waters.

We sipped our drinks, and the late-afternoon sun bounced 
low off the glassy water, turning the dark storm clouds at the 
south edge of the lake into billowy mountains of obsidian. 
Dragonflies flickered in the glint, and wisps of lotus f lower 
stems sparkled on the wind like spider webs. Millennia from 
now, when the fig trees have dismantled the temples and the 
heavy jungle overstory prevails, the Tonle Sap will continue to 
rise and fall, and the river will course to the sea.
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PHOTOGRAPHY AND TEXT  
BY MICHAEL POLIZA 

Big game and big adventure beckon
 in Kenya and Tanzania.

ENCHANTING 

AFRICA
EAST

elephants on parade in Masai  
Mara national reserve, Kenya.

My first trip to East Africa was a short visit about 30 years ago. I’ve since returned at least a dozen times 
on visits to different countries, but I love Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, uganda, and Ethiopia in particular. 
There are so many places in East Africa that are hardly visited, extremely beautiful, and offer many awe-
some photo opportunities. No matter what time of year you go, there’s always something interesting to 

discover. Many people find the zebra and wildebeest migration attractive, but East Africa has myriad species to offer, 
most notably the “big five” (lion, leopard, rhino, elephant, and Cape buffalo) in Kenya and Tanzania. 

Two of my favourite places in the world are Lake Natron in Tanzania and the area around Lake Logipi in northern 
Kenya. I’ve travelled to both areas multiple times by helicopter, and every time my camera runs hot. The landscapes are 
mind-blowing. other favourite places for photography are the national parks and game reserves at Amboseli, Lake Na-
kuru, Masai Mara, Serengeti, Katavi, and Selous.

Photographers sometimes wait for hours or even days and get very little, and then sometimes we get lots of good shots 
in a matter of minutes. I’m not particularly interested in a specific animal, but rather a special moment – a certain light, 
mood, or atmosphere. It’s all a matter of patience and opportunity.

Mane event: the pride of the plains.

MICHAEL POLIZA, A FAMED WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHER WHO HAS PUBLISHED five gor-
geous COFFEE-TABLE BOOKS, explains WHY EAST AFRICA keeps calling him back.
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Kenya
clockwise from top left:  

a hippo in hiding, an oxpecker 
hitches a ride on a cape buf-
falo, an ostrich strutting its 
stuff, stripe show, a leopard 

sets its sights, the Masai 
Mara’s great migration, a 

rhino says hello, and a long-
necked salute.

EAST AFRICA ESSENTIALS
top VIRTUOSO travel specialists who recently returned from a safari Adventure 

share their recollections and recommendations for a trip of a lifetime.

“The predominance of huge herds of  
grazing animals – wildebeest, zebra,  
springbok, gazelle, impala – dis-
tinguishes this part of Africa from 
southern Africa.” 

“East Africa is a perfect trip for 
families of all ages, from grandpar-
ents down to young children.”

“The migration is a special draw;  
thousands of buffalo and wilde-
beests cross between Kenya and 
Tanzania in the summer months.”

“No brightly colored clothes; 
stick to khaki and browns.”

“A camera with an old-fashioned 
viewfinder. It’s so bright that 
looking in the viewfinder of a dig-
ital camera is nearly impossible.”

“Multiple toothbrushes; you 
never want to rinse in tap water.”

“Eye drops – it can be really 
dusty – and a wide-brimmed 
hat.” 

“Ballpoint pens and lollipops  
or hard candy to give to the 
children.”

“An easygoing, positive attitude. 
Things don’t often happen on the 
schedule you were expecting, and 
you have to go with the flow.”

“Hot-air ballooning. Spotting game 
from above is an experience that 
shouldn’t be missed.”

“The Ngorongoro Crater, a World 
Heritage site, is the largest dormant, 
intact caldera in the world. The 
crater walls are 609 metres high, 
and the floor covers more than 160 
square kilometres.”

“A visit to one of the many orphan-
ages or schools is imperative,  

especially when travelling with 
children.”

“Be sure to stop at Karen Blixen’s 
home in Nairobi, to see where the 
actual person played by Meryl 
Streep in Out of Africa lived and 
wrote.”

“in Tanzania, visit Olduvai Gorge, 
made famous by the fossil discover-
ies of Dr. Louis Leakey and his  
wife, Mary.”

“i couldn’t believe how close we got to 
the animals. Once i was frozen stiff be-
cause i was afraid if i moved a lion  
would eat me.”

“How civilised it is. Tea time is routine, 
and we love the sundowners in the bush, 
where you stop and enjoy a cocktail 
while watching a breathtaking sunset.”

“The accommodations. i was fortunate 
to have stayed at a tent camp with luxu-
ries that were truly unexpected.”

“The routine on safari is different from other holidays you’ve taken. You  
rise very early for a morning game drive and then have breakfast on return from 
the drive. You then have free time during the mid-day (when the animals are least 
active). This is a great time to nap, journal, or visit with the guides. ”

“Game camps are very different in style and character, and your specialist  
will know how to recommend the one best suited for your tastes, budget,  
and expectations.”  

WHY EAST AFRiCA?

“I prefer the dry season from December 
to February, when the grass is lower. 
It’s easier to see the animals than in the 
rainy season, when the grass can be one 
metre high.”

“There are two rainy seasons in East 

Africa: April to early June and again  
in November to December. I’d avoid 
those times.”

“I actually like June. In Tanzania, the 
crater is full of the grazing herds, and the 
Serengeti is beautiful with green grass.”

When to Go

What You Should Know

biggest surprise

DON’T MiSS

What to PackBallooning over Kenya.

sundowners, a 
safari tradition.
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STAY  The nine tents at andBe-
yond Bateleur camp at Kichwa 
tembo, situated on a heavily 
forested plot in one of Kenya’s 
richest game parks, offer private 
verandas and en suite bath-
rooms, as well as personal butler 
service, a lap pool, and gourmet 
pan-African cuisine. 

A starting point for those head-
ing off on safari since 1904, 
Nairobi’s revamped fairmont 
the norfolk houses 165 deluxe 
rooms and suites, a spa and fit-
ness centre, and six restaurants 
(including one just for high tea). 

Do  Micato safaris’ 16-day 
itinerary offers the best of both 
Kenya and Tanzania. Start in 
Nairobi with a safari briefing by 
a Masai elder, tour the Karen 

Blixen Museum, and feed giraffes 
from an elevated aerie. Then fly 
to bush country for game view-
ing and dramatic views of Mount 
Kilimanjaro. Tanzania highlights 
include a visit to the Ngorong-
oro Crater and a Masai village 
(complete with tribal singing 
and dancing). Of course, there 
are lots more animal encounters 
along the way, including an aerial 
viewing from a hot-air balloon. 
Don’t miss visiting an Ameri-
caShare volunteer project in 
Nairobi before you leave. 
Departures: Multiple dates until 
14 August, 2011.

On abercrombie & Kent’s 14-
day trek, explore the site of Louis 
Leakey’s famous fossil discover-
ies, observe wildlife up close and 
personal, learn the ways of the 

Masai on a visit to a local village, 
and meet children at a primary 
school. Departures: Multiple dates 
throughout 2011.

african travel’s 11-day Kenya 
itinerary includes shopping 
in Nairobi, nighttime wildlife 
watching from the deck of your 
tree hotel, and dinner at the 
private home where The Constant 
Gardener was filmed. You’ll also 
visit the Karen Blixen Museum, 
Giraffe Center, and rhino and 
chimp sanctuaries. Departures: 
Any day throughout 2011. 

horizon & co.’s 12-day tour of 
Kenya and Tanzania focuses on 
game viewing via private four-
by-four cruisers, as well as 
accommodations in tented camps 
along the way. Departures: Any 
day throughout 2011.

Hands-on naturalist guides intro-
duce you to life on the savanna, 
from giraffes munching on acacia 
trees to cheetahs stalking their 
prey, on international ex-
peditions’ 15-day excursion. 
Departures: Multiple dates until 1 
October, 2011.  

ANIMAL ATTRACTION
Experience East Africa yourself.

andBeyond’s Bateleur 
camp at Kichwa tembo.

fairmont the 
norfolk in nairobi.

Graceful silhouettes 
in Kenya.
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		Pioneering Galápagos travel 
 since 1967; conservation leaders

		Naturalists, undersea specialists 
 & guest experts

		Snorkeling & gear, kayaking 
 & more, all included

Explore with the top expedition team

Galápagos

Contact your VirtuoSo traVel adViSor for details
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T he term “travel philan-
thropy” is less than ten 
years old, but the prac-

tice has been around at least since 
Buddha gave away his wealth while 
travelling through Asia and Jesus tended 
to the sick while wandering among remote 
villages in the Middle East. Modern-day 
travel offers just as many opportunities to 
do good: Countless travel specialists, tour 

companies, hotels, and cruise lines are 
giving back – and inviting clients to come 
along and help. The potential is huge: 
The travel and tourism industry is the 
world’s biggest provider of jobs, and in 
the past year more than 800 million peo-
ple took an international holiday. In the 
months ahead, we’ll celebrate the travel 
industry’s charitable endeavors; here 
are a few companies leading the way. 

By COSTAS ChRIST
PHOTOGRAPHY BY KEVIN J. MIYAZAKI

Why I got involved: “The future of Peru’s Pacaya-Samiria Reserve lies in the hands 
of the indigenous people. We want our presence in the region to be as beneficial as 
possible, so we have committed ourselves to filling the gaps in some of the primary 
needs of these communities: health care and education.”

The most rewarding part: “Seeing a new kind of conservation consciousness 
awakening in the younger generation in the communities we interact with.”

What I’ve learned:  “That even with limited resources we can make a 
difference. That gesture, smile, or exchange of words has a lasting effect  
on the local villagers, and it’s the perception we leave them with.”

Once in their life, every traveller should:  “Navigate the mighty Amazon 
and see a pink dolphin.” 

I always travel with: “My iPod. i love being in 
the perfect setting while listening to my favourite  
playlist, which includes music by Soda Stereo  
and Gianluca Grignani.”

Most inspiring part of travel: “Going to places 
that i have never seen before and having unique 
experiences. i love to create those defining mo-
ments that will remain with me for the rest of 
my life, like when i slept in a tent in the desert 
during india’s Pushkar Camel Fair, with 60,000 
camels outside.”

how travel has changed my life: “i speak 
four languages, have lived in ten countries, 
and have dual citizenship. i would not  
be the person i am today had it not been 
for my exposure to different cultures 
through travel.”

The Cause: Providing 1,500 first aid kits and medical 
services to 2,500 indigenous people in isolated jungle  
communities where many children, pregnant women, and  
ailing residents in need have never had access to a doctor.

Aqua
 Expeditions 

excursions into pacaya-samiria 
reserve, one of the most remote 

areas of the peruvian amazon. 
founded 2007.

Francesco Galli  
ZuGaro, owner and 

founder, age 37, 
peru.

 
 

G
o

A seven-night Amazon River cruise aboard 
the 24-passenger Aqua includes excur-
sions by skiff deep into the jungle and vis-
its with local communities to learn about 
traditional life. Departures: Year-round.

Aqua on the amazon.

M E A N i N G
Travel With
Travel Philanthropy  also philanthropic travel  

n  1. The act of giving back to host communities through time, talent, and treasure. 2. The 
intermediary between the wealth and desires of the global traveller and the socioeconomic 
needs of the world’s most heritage-rich communities, natural areas, and cultural sites. 

( )
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The Cause: The nonprofit Uthando organization funds empower-
ment programs focusing on the most destitute and marginalized  
communities in South Africa, including 35 projects assisting more than 
1,000 people, among them a center for children affected by hIV/AIDS,  
education services for at-risk youth, and low-cost family housing.

Heritage
 Tours Private 

Travel
Cultural and natural heritage journeys  

to africa, morocco, portugal,  
and turkey. founded 1995.

Joel a. Zack, 
president, age 49,  

new york.

Why I got involved: “So many of the great experiences our guests 
have are due to the warmth and generosity of the local  

people they meet, and because money from tourism can go far  
in supporting real needs and changing lives for the better.”

Unexpected outcome:  “Some guests who visit the charitable projects 
we support say it was the highlight of their entire trip. it  

is an amazing opportunity to spend a day with people  
whose lives are so different from our own.”

What I’ve learned: “When we do our job well, we help people shatter 
cultural stereotypes, open minds to new experiences, and make  

our guests’ lives richer in a deeper, more meaningful way.”

Why travel companies should give back: “Because giving back enriches 
the travel experience while also making a positive difference in the  

lives of others. What people remember is not their fancy hotel suite  
or Champagne; they remember a conversation with someone they  

met or a day spent in community-empowerment projects.”

Once in their life, every traveler should: “Visit that place they 
have always dreamt about – the enormous red dunes of  

Namibia’s Sossusvlei have always called out to me.”

how travel has changed my life: “More than anything else, 
travel – whether backpacking around the world in my  

younger years or revisiting the places where we  
take our guests – has made me who i am.”

G
o

G
o

imperial Tours’ ten-day trip focuses on China’s 
“essential destinations” – Beijing, Xi’an, Guilin, and 
Shanghai – including a private, chef-prepared lunch 
on the Great Wall. imperial can arrange visits and 
volunteer experiences with some of the charitable 
projects they support. Departures: 14 April, 12 May, 
15 September, and 13 October, 2011.

The Causes: Underprivileged children’s education and welfare, 
helping raise $380,000 for the Special Olympics in China and, in 2010, 
launching a new sponsorship programme providing one-to-one care 
for orphans in collaboration with the half the Sky Foundation.

Why we got involved: “it was strikingly obvious that rural education and 
social welfare programmes in China lacked funding, and children were 
falling between the cracks.”

The most rewarding part: “We have helped children in desperate 
circumstances, and when you receive a note from the child or his 
mother describing what the gift has meant to them, it is humbling.”

Unexpected outcome: “We once tried to sponsor the education of a 
begging orphan but were rebuffed by her blind minder who insisted 
we cover his lost income. After negotiations, we had to walk 
away because we were unable to guarantee that the girl 
would receive the education we were offering. Travel  
philanthropy is not always easy to do.”

Once in their life, every traveller should: “Enjoy a 
private dinner in style on the Great Wall of China.”

To travel more consciously: “Ask about a tour 
company’s environmental and social responsibility 
practices. Travellers’ demands are the engine to 
drive the travel industry forward in ways that can 
help the planet and local people.”

how travel has changed our lives: “Travel hasn’t 
changed our lives; it is our lives.”

Heritage’s 15-day exploration of South 
Africa focuses on the country’s greatest 

asset: its people and cultural diversity. 
Begin in Cape Town and travel to Herma-
nus, Johannesburg, and Sabi Sands Game 

Reserve, with visits to Uthando community 
projects. Departures: Year-round.

Kirstenbosch national Botanical Garden, cape town. Beijing’s temple of heaven.

Imperial 
a locally based China tour specialist 
providing experiences and access to 

places often inaccessible to the  
general public through private  

itineraries. founded 1999.

nancy kim and Guy rubin, 
managing partners,  

age 39, beijing.

Tours
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 Ponta Dos
  Ganchos  

Exclusive Resort
a 25-bungalow hideaway in southern 

brazil with a focus on local culture and 
natural offerings. founded 2001.

nicolas PeluFFo, 
managing director,  

age 31, brazil.

The Cause: Instituto Guga Kuerten (IGK) is a charity 
founded by Brazilian former tennis world champion Gustavo  
Kuerten that helps underprivileged children improve their  
performance at school, as well as building their self-confidence 
and social skills through sports.

G
o

Why I got involved: “We wanted to give back to our local community, and in 
Brazil, sports are a powerful way to build self-confidence, especially  

among poor children. We are a country that is passionate about a lot of  
things – food, music, and dancing, of course, but especially sports. The  

charity work of iGK will have positive, enduring effects for years to come.”

What I’ve learned: “A little help can go a long way. Just by teaching 
disadvantaged children to play tennis, you help them develop  

their concentration and self-confidence. That will go on to  
benefit them in education and, ultimately, in life.”

What matters most when we travel today: “A good attitude. 
Travelling is experiencing and learning. Our expectations  

and our attitude can either make or break a trip.”

To travel more consciously: “We encourage guests to visit 
nearby villages and experience the natural beauty that sur-

rounds us. We grow our own vegetables, buy fresh and 
sustainably harvested seafood from the fishermen, 

compost our waste. Those are the kinds  
of practises that a traveller can support as  

a way to travel more consciously.”

Most inspiring part of travel: “The anticipation 
of going to a distant place, the excitement of 

getting there, the thrill of the unexpected, the 
different foods, wildlife, cultures – it all in-

spires me! Actually, let’s leave out airports 
and aeroplane.”

The adults-only, 25-bungalow Ponta dos  
Ganchos Exclusive Resort in Santa  

Catarina, Brazil, arranges custom tours  
to surrounding villages, unspoiled beaches,  
and nearby Florianópolis, and can educate 

guests about its charitable projects.

The Cause: Children in the Wilderness is a life skills program that 
has hosted more than 3,000 children from villages near wildlife reserves 
across southern Africa, teaching them about conservation so that they  
become the future custodians of these areas. In Zimbabwe, nutrition  
programmes provide daily meals for more than 400 malnourished children.  

     

G
o

Why we got involved: “in Zimbabwe, attendance was poor at schools due 
to families having no money for educating their children. Food was also in  
short supply. After running our Children in the Wilderness camps there,  
we decided to focus on directly helping children in their communities 
and schools.”

The most rewarding part: “We have been taught many life lessons. 
What is truly important has little to do with material possessions  
and everything to do with love, compassion, and supporting one  
another while living in harmony with nature.”

What we’ve learned: “Properly planned and managed 
tourism can make a real, positive difference in the lives  
of local communities in and around conservation areas.”

Once in their life, every traveller should: “Spend 
a day in a rural African village to experience the 
warmth and hospitality of community living.”

What matters most when we travel today: “We 
need to minimize our impact on the environment 
while also enjoying the beauty of nature.”

The best thing about our programme: “it is a 
win-win situation: Local people receive benefits 
that raise their standard of living and, through that, 
increase their awareness of conservation, which 
ensures protection of nature for future generations.”

See the best of Zimbabwe on an eight-
night flying safari covering Victoria Falls, 
Hwange National Park, and Mana Pools 
World Heritage Area, with an optional  
opportunity to visit a local school involved 
with Wilderness Safaris’ community  
initiatives. Departures: Year-round.

a Ponta dos Ganchos villa.victoria falls.

Wilderness
Safaris

a conservation organisation and 
ecotourism company in southern 

africa. founded 1983.

keith Vincent, Coo, age 48, 
and maureen Vincent, 

marketing manager, age 51, 
southern africa.
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explore ...

There are places in the world so rare and captivating that those who fi nd them are forever caught in their spell. 

Only Regent Seven Seas Cruises offers FREE Unlimited Shore Excursions in every port-of-call, opening up a world of experiences 

you may have otherwise missed. The possibilities for adventure are endless. Explore … it’s all included.
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and transfers from airport to hotel and hotel to ship. Cruise-only guests will receive a transfer from hotel to ship only.  A city tour the day of embarkation is not included. A supplement of $300 per person applies for 3 or more guests. FREE Unlimited Shore 
Excursion Reservations are accepted on a fi rst-come, fi rst-served basis and subject to availability. A supplement will apply on Regent Choice excursions and excludes Private Arrangements and all Adventures Ashore programs. Restrictions apply and penalties 
apply 36 hours prior to shore excursion start date. Kids sail from promotion available on select voyages is per person cruise only, as 3rd and/or 4th guest in a suite when accompanied by an adult, 21 years of age or older, and includes FREE Unlimited Shore 
Excursions and is subject to all terms and conditions contained herein. Regent Seven Seas Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees, and surcharges at any time. Additional terms and conditions may apply. 
Complete terms and conditions may be found in the Guest Ticket Contract at www.RSSC.com. Ships’ Registry: Bahamas and Bermuda. ©2010 Regent Seven Seas Cruises.
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•  FREE Luxury Hotel Package — 
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specialty coffees and tea served 
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•  FREE in-suite mini-bar 

replenished daily with soft 
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and no additional charge for 

specialty restaurants

• FREE Pre-Paid Gratuities 

 NOW INCLUDING

FREE luxury
HOTEL
PACKAGE
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Why I got involved: “As an A&K guide in Cambodia, Nhean Samban (Sam) saw 
children suffering from waterbourne diseases like typhoid, cholera, and dysentery. 
He wanted to sponsor wells to bring clean water to local families.”

The most rewarding part: “Seeing how one person, through passion 
and dedication, can make a difference.”

Unexpected outcome: “i arranged Bill Gates’ first safari. When 
i read about the tremendous work being done in Africa by the  
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, i always remember that it  
was a safari with A&K that inspired him.”

Why travel companies should give back: “Sustainable 
tourism can play a crucial role in protecting the environ-
ment and preserving cultural heritage, as well as improv-
ing the livelihoods of local communities.”

What matters most when we travel today: “Travel can 
change lives and attitudes, and most importantly, build 
bridges between people. There would be far fewer problems 
in the world today if more people travelled.”

The best thing about doing good: “i believe in the old saying, 
‘it is better to teach a man how to fish than to give him a fish.’ 
Education is key to helping the next generation develop new  
approaches that conserve local resources.”

how travel has changed my life: “i’ve learned that the glories of 
professional and social success can’t compare to the rush of achiev-
ing personal quests in nature. it adds a third dimension to life.”  

On a 12-day journey through Thailand, 
Cambodia, and Vietnam, visit Sam’s Brothers 
Clean Water Project in Siem Reap with project 
founder and A&K guide Nhean Samban. Depar-
tures: Multiple dates through 2011.

The Cause: Sam’s Brothers Clean Water Project in Cambodia 
provides local communities with access to clean water by constructing 
simple wells. To date, they have built more than 350 wells, supplying 
water to more than 6,000 people.

     

Abercrombie
& Kent

Custom private and group tours in 
108 countries, with a division offering 
extreme adventures (like dogsledding 

in the arctic). founded 1962.

GeoFFrey J.W. kent, founder 
and executive chairman, 

age 68, monaco.

Bangkok’s Grand Palace.
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salty water – chisel-toothed kangaroo 
rats, and the famous roadrunners.

on our last day in Death Valley, short-
ly before embarking on the long drive 
up over the crest of Panamint Range 
and down into the scattered towns of 
California, I walked out onto the road 
and stood on the centreline. I waited 
for a car to appear out of the shimmer-
ing horizon, just like in the movies. Five 
minutes passed without even the sound 
of an engine.

As much as I love this place for hiking, 
stargazing, and trafficless kilometres 
of cycling, it was the ethereal qualities I 
wanted to slip into my pocket and take 
with me. And so I lingered in the middle 
of an empty road staring down a mirage, 
soaking up the silence and solitude, 
then squeezed back into the car and 
pointed it west toward home.

the valley. After making our way up a par-
ticularly snaking section, we turned to 
look back through the marble-polished 
walls and could almost hear the roar of 
imaginary floodwater racing past us. 

QuIET AND OBSERVANT HIKERS ARE 
bound to stumble upon some of the 
wildlife that calls Death Valley home. 
In the higher elevations, large mam-
mals such as desert bighorn sheep, 
mountain lions, and bobcats roam 
the hills, whereas coyotes (includ-
ing a particularly wily character who 
habitually lingers near Scotty’s Cas-
tle) are more optimistic about hu-
man handouts in the valley (rangers 
strongly discourage this). other Death 
Valley oddities include several varie- 
ties of pupfish – tiny fish that have 
adapted to rare pockets of extremely 

water-carved canyons, crusty salt 
flats, forested peaks, saltwater creeks, 
and wind-whipped sand dunes, it’s an 
organic playground for outdoor en-
thusiasts, geology buffs, and nature 
lovers alike. Extreme temperatures 
reign for half the year, but during fall 
and winter daytime temperatures  
average an ideal 21 degrees – a perfect 
respite from much of the country’s rain 
and snow.

Travellers short on time can eas-
ily access major attractions such as 
Zabriskie Point (a stunning vista of 
weathered canyons), Mesquite Flat 
(Sahara-like sand dunes), Scotty’s Cas-
tle (a historic Spanish-style mansion), 
and Badwater Basin (the lowest spot in 
North America) from the main road. 
However, lace up a pair of boots to ex-
plore spots like Mosaic Canyon, and 
Death Valley really begins to unveil its 
scenic mysteries. 

Mosaic is a good example of the park’s 
numerous moderate hikes. one early af-
ternoon my family and I eagerly entered 
its mouth. Within minutes, the walls of 
the canyon closed in, and we found our-
selves hiking single file. When rare 
squalls besiege the valley, rainwater tears 
down from the highlands, carving deep 
and wildly twisting scars like Mosaic into 

between the Sierra Nevada Mountains and Las Vegas, the des-
ert claims North American records such as driest region (3.8 
centimetres of annual rain), hottest temperature (57 degrees), 
and lowest point (86 metres below sea level). Before automo-
biles the valley was simply dangerous, and even today visitors 
must prepare if they plan to venture off the main road. 

The “death” bit though – it surely deters thousands of  
potential visitors who picture a desert wasteland, nothing 
but kilometres of flat, lifeless monotony. In reality, Death 
Valley is an inimitable gem with some of the planet’s most 
varied, unusual, and fascinating geography. With two ma-
jor mountain ranges, a high point of 3,367 metres, countless 

From the extremes of  
Death Valley, serenity 
springs eternal.
By hUNTER hOLCOMBE
PhOTOGRAPhy By CALLE hOLCOMBE

Space 
Out

zabriskie Point’s badlands 
make for great sunrise and 
sunset viewing. 

roadrunner ready.

scotty’s castle.

Go  Cycle the Salt Playa to Badwater 
Basin (North America’s lowest point), hike 
Mosaic Canyon, and climb Mesquite Flat’s 
sand dunes on Backroads’ Death Valley 
adventure. The four-day trip from Las Vegas 
includes a tour of Scotty’s Castle, and days 
end at an inn with massage therapists and a 
spring-fed pool. Departures: Multiple dates, 
18 February until 10 November, 2011.

touch the southwest’s privately guided 
four-day trip from Las Vegas features a 
sunrise hike across the Mesquite Flat Sand 
Dunes, explorations of Racetrack Playa’s 
mysterious “sailing stones,” and a day of 
four-wheeling the high country for a picnic 
on Telescope Peak, more than 3352 metres 
above Badwater Basin. Departures: Any day 
until  30 April, 2011.    

Mosaic canyon’s 
three-kilometre hike  

dead-ends at a dry waterfall.

TRADDLING THE CREST OF DEATH VALLEY’S HIGHEST 
sand dune, it’s easy to imagine you’re alone on another 
planet, a solitary explorer from an Isaac Asimov novel, 
perhaps, or a Martian criminal banished to the fringe 

of civilisation. A tableau of ragged mountains, mirage-warped 
valley floors, and furiously churning dust devils spreads in all 
directions – it’s hard to absorb the volume of land and space 
that contains it all. Silence tickles the senses. It’s the fourth 
day of my second trip to this immense national park, and I’m 
fully under its spell. This is truly a place for perspective. 

As a name, Death Valley is both forebodingly accurate and 
terribly misleading. Located on California’s southeast border 
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 CORE PURSUITS  WHAT MATTERS Voted World’s Best more than any other cruise line.

Fares listed are per person, in U.S. dollars, based on double occupancy for category C on Crystal Serenity, subject to availability, capacity-controlled and include port, security and handling charges and do not include airfare. Promotional fares are 
per person, based on 50% of brochure fares. The up to US$2,000 “All-Inclusive. As You Wish.” spending credit (based on double occupancy, up to US$1,000 per person) applies to the first two full-fare guests only, is non-transferable, cannot be 
used in the casino or for bingo, redeemed for cash or credit and cannot be applied as a deposit toward a future cruise. All promotions are capacity-controlled, subject to change without notice and may be withdrawn at any time. Individual 
Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities are available on select sailings. Virtuoso Voyager Club events and amenities are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. Contact 
your Virtuoso Travel Adviser for more details. All fares, itineraries and shore excursions are subject to change. See crystalcruises.com for complete terms and conditions of all offers. ©2010 Crystal Cruises, Inc., Ship’s registry: The Bahamas

Incredible Destinations, Unbelievable Values.
Sail with Crystal, enjoy shipboard credits and experience the world.
Sail any of our 2011 Grand Exotic Voyages for an experience of a lifetime. Explore amazing places and receive exceptional value with special 
promotional fares and up to US$2,000 “All-Inclusive. As You Wish.” spending credits per couple.
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 1302 13 Jan 17 South Pacific Los Angeles to Papeete CL+ Crystal Serenity US$2,000	 US$5,850
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 1307 19 Mar 29 India & Africa Mumbai to Cape Town CL+ Crystal Serenity US$1,000 US$12,080
 1308 21 Apr 17 Africa & W. Europe Cape Town to London CL+ Crystal Serenity US$2,000 US$9,095

Experiences of Discovery®: CL+- Comprehensive Creative Learning Institute

Every voyage includes up to US$2,000 “All-Inclusive. As You Wish.” shipboard credits to spend as you wish — in the spa, on fine wines, on 
Crystal Adventures Shore Excursions, shopping in our boutiques or a one-of-a-kind Vintage Room experience, just to name a few. Book with 
your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and you will also receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities on select sailings, including: 

 

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise aboard the  
World’s Best and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities.

• Competitive cruise fares 
• Pre-paid onboard gratuities 
• Personable onboard host 
• Onboard welcome reception 

•  Full day shore event or credit for customised  
options or shipboard credit

•  Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for  
customised options
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Christmas ever. The part I never imagined? How delicious it 
would feel to slip out of town for the holidays, cards in the mail. 

We chose Rocco Forte’s Augustine hotel, housed in a  
thirteenth-century Augustinian monastery, as home base. 
Before we knew it, there we were – reunited and settling 
into our rooms with their vaulted ceilings, pitched chest-
nut beams, and night-lit views of Prague Castle. A celebra-
tory nightcap seemed in order. Miraculously, our son now  
spoke Czech! At least, it seemed to us that he did when we 
trooped down to the hotel bar, he said something in conso-
nants, and a round of Pilsner urquells appeared. 

The days leading up to the holidays can be numbingly ex-
hausting, but the beauty of travelling in December is that in-
stead of waiting in line at the mall, you’re free to spend time 

T wAS FOuR DAYS BEFORE CHRISTMAS, AND MY HuSBAND 
and I were packed into a taxi with our 17-year-old son, wind-
ing through the wintry streets of Prague just after midnight. 
We felt like kids getting an early Christmas present: Snow 

was falling lightly, and the city’s frosted spires added a magi-
cal feeling to the hushed streets. Best of all? In just a few min-
utes we’d be reunited with the fourth member of our family, 
19-year-old Sam, whom we’d last seen the August before when 
he boarded a plane to Prague with a duffle and a backpack. 

The idea of spending the holidays in Prague hit me about 
ten seconds after Sam was accepted into his Czech semester-
abroad program. His younger brother, James, had never been 
to Europe, and it was easy to convince the boys (my husband 
included) that just being there together would make it our best 

 
winter classic: 

Prague’s old town square.

in Prague and Vienna,
a family finds the  
kind of seasonal cheer  
that doesn’t come 
from a shop.  
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Christmas ever. The part I never imagined? How delicious it 
would feel to slip out of town for the holidays, cards in the mail. 

We chose Rocco Forte’s Augustine hotel, housed in a  
thirteenth-century Augustinian monastery, as home base. 
Before we knew it, there we were – reunited and settling 
into our rooms with their vaulted ceilings, pitched chest-
nut beams, and night-lit views of Prague Castle. A celebra-
tory nightcap seemed in order. Miraculously, our son now  
spoke Czech! At least, it seemed to us that he did when we 
trooped down to the hotel bar, he said something in conso-
nants, and a round of Pilsner urquells appeared. 

The days leading up to the holidays can be numbingly ex-
hausting, but the beauty of travelling in December is that in-
stead of waiting in line at the mall, you’re free to spend time 

T wAS FOuR DAYS BEFORE CHRISTMAS, AND MY HuSBAND 
and I were packed into a taxi with our 17-year-old son, wind-
ing through the wintry streets of Prague just after midnight. 
We felt like kids getting an early Christmas present: Snow 

was falling lightly, and the city’s frosted spires added a magi-
cal feeling to the hushed streets. Best of all? In just a few min-
utes we’d be reunited with the fourth member of our family, 
19-year-old Sam, whom we’d last seen the August before when 
he boarded a plane to Prague with a duffle and a backpack. 

The idea of spending the holidays in Prague hit me about 
ten seconds after Sam was accepted into his Czech semester-
abroad program. His younger brother, James, had never been 
to Europe, and it was easy to convince the boys (my husband 
included) that just being there together would make it our best 
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Christmas in Vienna couldn’t have 
been more different. My husband and I 
gave each other box seats to the Vienna 
opera. The other tables in the hotel’s cozy 
breakfast room Christmas morning were 
taken up by travelling European families. 
After Viennese coffee, pastries, and eggs 
cooked to order, we walked 20 minutes 
to the Hofburgkapelle, where the Vienna 
Boys’ Choir was performing the service. 
Inside the medieval chapel, a maze of 
stairs led to a cramped third-floor balcony 
packed with tiny wooden chairs. 

 “uh oh,” I said, disappointed. “I’m 
afraid we won’t be able to see much up 
here; we’ll just have to listen.” 

 “If this is a full mass, I’m going to kill 
you,” said Sam, folding his six-foot frame 

onto his Lilliputian chair, only half-
joking, since we’d gone to candlelit mid-
night mass the night before.

Then a door opened, and about two 
dozen small boys in sailor suits entered 
the balcony across from us. The choir! 
We watched them joking and fidgeting, 
like 10-year-olds anywhere on Christ-
mas morning, but when the first notes of 
Joseph Haydn’s 1772 Nikolaimesse filled 
the air, they began to sing. We were spell-
bound. We all sat on our hard wooden 
seats, riveted by the sound.

After the sopranos’ final strains 
of “Stille Nacht,” we walked back 
to the hotel and a stash of gifts we’d 
been buying one another at out-
door Christmas markets: a Mozart  

CD and a pinecone hedgehog for Jeff, a  
hand-painted Viennese glass orna-
ment and six beeswax candles shaped 
like stars for me. The boys found their 
stockings, which we’d secretly brought 
from home. And, famished again, we 
were all happy to discover our hotel 
had left a plate of fresh-baked Christ-
mas cookies under our room’s festive 
tabletop tree. 

This year we’ll be spending Christmas 
at home. But we’re still talking about 
Prague and Vienna. I’ve saved the bees-
wax stars, to remind us what a privilege 
it was to spend such an old-world holiday 
together. And I’m already looking for-
ward to hanging my Viennese ornament 
from the tree. 

exploring. Being in Prague meant 
climbing cobbled streets to sprawl-
ing Prague Castle and Saint Vitus’ 
Cathedral, where the relics of Saint  
Wenceslas are kept in a fourteenth-
century chapel. It also meant dress-
ing like a family of Slavs and trundling 
around town in puffy down coats  
and fur-trimmed hats with earflaps, 
since it was sunny and cold out (about 
-12 degrees). Properly insulated, we fit 
right in. 

In old Town Square, the highlight 
was simply standing in the centre of 
the Christmas Market (vánoc˘ ní trh), 
drinking in the charm of it all: wooden 
stalls selling hand-painted ornaments, 
savoury aromas of crepes and potato 
pancakes, steaming mugs of glühwein – 
and to top it off, a stately Christmas tree 
crowned by a single star. 

The Grand Café orient, which feels 
like a time capsule of a place that ex-
isted in Prague – and only in Prague – a 
century ago, was the perfect refueling 
stop. Everyone ordered cappuccinos 
and fancy hot chocolates and apple stru-
dels, while hipsters around us smoked. 
“I could definitely take up cigarettes 
here,” my husband said wistfully.

Another unexpected pleasure of our 
holiday abroad was the discovery that 
subfreezing temperatures actually 
require you to eat more. Hearty Czech 
comfort food tasted great in these 
conditions, and we made the most of 
it: roast duck with bread and potato 
dumplings, venison goulash, sausages, 
schnitzel, Bohemian cabbage pancakes, 
and mugs of Czech beer for lunch. A fa-
vourite dinner was an exquisite meal 
of roasted sea bass and venison at the 
riverside Kampa Park restaurant. Its 
views streched over the Charles Bridge 
to the baroque dome of Saint Nicholas 
church, illuminated above centuries- 
old rooftops. 

We wondered if we’d miss being 
“home” for the holidays and having a 
Christmas tree, but discovered that 
home is wherever you make it. When 
we walked back to The Augustine af-
ter hearing the Czech Philharmonic  
perform Dvořák, snow was falling 
again, and the hotel courtyard was lit 
with standing lanterns and a six-foot  
fir tree, its branches tied with red rib-
bons and simple straw ornaments. It 
was beautiful. 

THE DAY BEFORE CHRISTMAS EVE, wE 
packed overnight bags, stored the bulk 
of our luggage at The Augustine, and 
boarded a train for Vienna. We settled 
into a first-class family compartment 
and read while the wintry Czech coun-
tryside rolled by. Later we found the 
boys enjoying a hearty lunch of goulash, 
dumplings, and fried cheese at a white-
clothed table in the dining car. “Now 
isn’t this civilised,” I said, snapping a 
Facebook photo. 

Like most families, try as we might to 
rein it in, Christmas morning at home re-
volves around waking up to a small moun-
tain of presents. Hours later everyone is 
still sitting in bathrobes surrounded by 
the wreckage: piles of stuff no one really 
needs, shredded paper, ankles tangled  
in ribbon. 

Prague castle and (below) 
christmas market spoils.    

 CORE PURSUITS  WHAT MATTERS

inside the snow globe: 
viennese pastries and 

(right) holiday market.

STAY  Prague’s 101-room augustine hotel is housed in a thirteenth-century 
Augustinian monastery with gardens and cloisters in the handsome Malá 
Strana district. Rocco Forte design director Olga Polizzi integrated Czech 
Cubist design traditions into the hotel’s interiors, and the rooms feel authen-
tic and serene. 

in Vienna, the legendary hotel sacher has stood opposite the State Opera 
since 1876. its 152 rooms exude a comfortable elegance, with sumptuous 
silk-covered walls, fine reproduction antiques, and paintings from the hotel’s 
private collection. Don’t miss a slice of the famous chocolate-and-apricot 
Sacher torte, which originated in the hotel’s kitchen. it’s available in Café 
Sacher, located on the ground floor, or in the hotel’s decadent Restaurant 
Anna Sacher.  

WINTER WONDERlANDS
Where to cozy up for the holidays in Prague and Vienna. 

hotel sacher wien’s 
restaurant anna sacher. 

Prague prerogative:  
the augustine.
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Christmas in Vienna couldn’t have 
been more different. My husband and I 
gave each other box seats to the Vienna 
opera. The other tables in the hotel’s cozy 
breakfast room Christmas morning were 
taken up by travelling European families. 
After Viennese coffee, pastries, and eggs 
cooked to order, we walked 20 minutes 
to the Hofburgkapelle, where the Vienna 
Boys’ Choir was performing the service. 
Inside the medieval chapel, a maze of 
stairs led to a cramped third-floor balcony 
packed with tiny wooden chairs. 

 “uh oh,” I said, disappointed. “I’m 
afraid we won’t be able to see much up 
here; we’ll just have to listen.” 

 “If this is a full mass, I’m going to kill 
you,” said Sam, folding his six-foot frame 

onto his Lilliputian chair, only half-
joking, since we’d gone to candlelit mid-
night mass the night before.

Then a door opened, and about two 
dozen small boys in sailor suits entered 
the balcony across from us. The choir! 
We watched them joking and fidgeting, 
like 10-year-olds anywhere on Christ-
mas morning, but when the first notes of 
Joseph Haydn’s 1772 Nikolaimesse filled 
the air, they began to sing. We were spell-
bound. We all sat on our hard wooden 
seats, riveted by the sound.

After the sopranos’ final strains 
of “Stille Nacht,” we walked back 
to the hotel and a stash of gifts we’d 
been buying one another at out-
door Christmas markets: a Mozart  

CD and a pinecone hedgehog for Jeff, a  
hand-painted Viennese glass orna-
ment and six beeswax candles shaped 
like stars for me. The boys found their 
stockings, which we’d secretly brought 
from home. And, famished again, we 
were all happy to discover our hotel 
had left a plate of fresh-baked Christ-
mas cookies under our room’s festive 
tabletop tree. 

This year we’ll be spending Christmas 
at home. But we’re still talking about 
Prague and Vienna. I’ve saved the bees-
wax stars, to remind us what a privilege 
it was to spend such an old-world holiday 
together. And I’m already looking for-
ward to hanging my Viennese ornament 
from the tree. 

exploring. Being in Prague meant 
climbing cobbled streets to sprawl-
ing Prague Castle and Saint Vitus’ 
Cathedral, where the relics of Saint  
Wenceslas are kept in a fourteenth-
century chapel. It also meant dress-
ing like a family of Slavs and trundling 
around town in puffy down coats  
and fur-trimmed hats with earflaps, 
since it was sunny and cold out (about 
-12 degrees). Properly insulated, we fit 
right in. 

In old Town Square, the highlight 
was simply standing in the centre of 
the Christmas Market (vánoc˘ ní trh), 
drinking in the charm of it all: wooden 
stalls selling hand-painted ornaments, 
savoury aromas of crepes and potato 
pancakes, steaming mugs of glühwein – 
and to top it off, a stately Christmas tree 
crowned by a single star. 

The Grand Café orient, which feels 
like a time capsule of a place that ex-
isted in Prague – and only in Prague – a 
century ago, was the perfect refueling 
stop. Everyone ordered cappuccinos 
and fancy hot chocolates and apple stru-
dels, while hipsters around us smoked. 
“I could definitely take up cigarettes 
here,” my husband said wistfully.

Another unexpected pleasure of our 
holiday abroad was the discovery that 
subfreezing temperatures actually 
require you to eat more. Hearty Czech 
comfort food tasted great in these 
conditions, and we made the most of 
it: roast duck with bread and potato 
dumplings, venison goulash, sausages, 
schnitzel, Bohemian cabbage pancakes, 
and mugs of Czech beer for lunch. A fa-
vourite dinner was an exquisite meal 
of roasted sea bass and venison at the 
riverside Kampa Park restaurant. Its 
views streched over the Charles Bridge 
to the baroque dome of Saint Nicholas 
church, illuminated above centuries- 
old rooftops. 

We wondered if we’d miss being 
“home” for the holidays and having a 
Christmas tree, but discovered that 
home is wherever you make it. When 
we walked back to The Augustine af-
ter hearing the Czech Philharmonic  
perform Dvořák, snow was falling 
again, and the hotel courtyard was lit 
with standing lanterns and a six-foot  
fir tree, its branches tied with red rib-
bons and simple straw ornaments. It 
was beautiful. 

THE DAY BEFORE CHRISTMAS EVE, wE 
packed overnight bags, stored the bulk 
of our luggage at The Augustine, and 
boarded a train for Vienna. We settled 
into a first-class family compartment 
and read while the wintry Czech coun-
tryside rolled by. Later we found the 
boys enjoying a hearty lunch of goulash, 
dumplings, and fried cheese at a white-
clothed table in the dining car. “Now 
isn’t this civilised,” I said, snapping a 
Facebook photo. 

Like most families, try as we might to 
rein it in, Christmas morning at home re-
volves around waking up to a small moun-
tain of presents. Hours later everyone is 
still sitting in bathrobes surrounded by 
the wreckage: piles of stuff no one really 
needs, shredded paper, ankles tangled  
in ribbon. 

Prague castle and (below) 
christmas market spoils.    

 CORE PURSUITS  WHAT MATTERS

inside the snow globe: 
viennese pastries and 

(right) holiday market.

STAY  Prague’s 101-room augustine hotel is housed in a thirteenth-century 
Augustinian monastery with gardens and cloisters in the handsome Malá 
Strana district. Rocco Forte design director Olga Polizzi integrated Czech 
Cubist design traditions into the hotel’s interiors, and the rooms feel authen-
tic and serene. 

in Vienna, the legendary hotel sacher has stood opposite the State Opera 
since 1876. its 152 rooms exude a comfortable elegance, with sumptuous 
silk-covered walls, fine reproduction antiques, and paintings from the hotel’s 
private collection. Don’t miss a slice of the famous chocolate-and-apricot 
Sacher torte, which originated in the hotel’s kitchen. it’s available in Café 
Sacher, located on the ground floor, or in the hotel’s decadent Restaurant 
Anna Sacher.  

WINTER WONDERlANDS
Where to cozy up for the holidays in Prague and Vienna. 

hotel sacher wien’s 
restaurant anna sacher. 

Prague prerogative:  
the augustine.



There’s simply no substitute for expert advice and personal service. As your Virtuoso-affi  liated 

travel specialist, we are members of the most prestigious and established travel network in the world. 

We are proud to off er insider connections, industry expertise, and added value that you can’t fi nd 

anywhere else. With Virtuoso, your holidays are transformed from do-it-yourself trips to customised 

travel experiences. Rely on us for everything from a quick weekend getaway to the trip of a lifetime.  

VIRTUOSO LIFE   EXCLUSIVE OFFERS
PROMOTiON

YACHT CRUISE IN THE MED There’s cruising and there’s yachting. 
You’ll experience the latter on SeaDream Yacht Club’s eight-day idyll between Mal-
aga and Monte Carlo. With overnights in port, you’ll have plenty of time to explore 
Valencia’s hidden corners; venture to Aix-en-Provence from Cassis; and enjoy St. Tropez, playground 
of the rich and famous. Also on the itinerary: Barcelona and the quiet seaside resort of Sanary-sur-Mer. 
Book by 31 December, 2010 and receive a US$200 per stateroom spa credit on all 2011 voyages. 

Departs Malaga 7 May 2011. FROM US$4,226 (approx. AU$4,367/NZ$5,715 at press time) per person, double oc-
cupancy.  Fare includes all food and beverages (except vintage wines/spirits), use of water toys and mountain bikes, 
gratuities, and more. 

NEW ORLEANS, BAYOUS & THE BIG EASY Jazz. Cajun food. 
Bourbon Street and the French Quarter. No one can resist New Orleans. Experience the cultural 
soul of the Big Easy and French Louisiana on an eight-day tour combining fi ve nights in New Orleans 
with two nights in Lafayette. Tauck World Discovery enhances your experience with a special demon-
stration at the New Orleans School of Cooking, a home-cooked Cajun lunch, and an exclusive tour aboard 
a private streetcar.   

Tour starts in New Orleans 22 & 29 Mar.; 5, 12 & 26 Apr.; 3, 17 & 24 May 2011. FROM US$2,750 (approx. 
AU$2,842/NZ$3,719 at press time) per person, double occupancy. Includes 16 meals. In celebration of Tauck’s 
85th anniversary: Book by 31 Dec. 2010 and receive one free hotel night before or after your trip. 

ROLLING THROUGH THE ROCKIES Explore the magnifi cent 
Canadian Rockies on a six- or seven-day tour with Rocky Mountaineer. Travel by rail between 
the coastal city of Vancouver and the resort town of Banff , and by motorcoach to Lake Louise and 
Calgary. Highlights: a glacier helicopter tour (above six glaciers and a 270-metre waterfall) and summit 
helicopter fl ightseeing. Price includes hotel accommodation, two-day Rocky Mountaineer Goldleaf 
or Redleaf Service, and fi ve meals. Plus, enjoy complimentary limousine transfer in Vancouver on any 
GoldLeaf package of four days or longer.  

Tours operate 25 Apr. until 2 Oct. 2011. FROM US$1,979 (approx. AU$2,045/NZ$2,676 at press time) per adult, 
double occupancy, excluding taxes. Special rates for children. Cruise add-on available. 

FAR EAST ADVENTURE Overnight stays in both Shanghai and Beijing kick 
off  this enlightening 11-day cruise aboard Silversea Cruises’ Silver Shadow. From China, sail across 
the Yellow Sea to South Korea where visits to Cheju Island and Busan await. Enjoy a complimentary 
Virtuoso Voyager Club excursion in Busan or a shipboard/shore excursion credit. Last port of call 
en route to Tokyo: Hiroshima, a modern and prosperous city with tree-lined boulevards and 
excellent museums. 

Departs Shanghai 7 May 2011. FROM AU$6,468 (approx. NZ$8,465 at press time) per person, double occupancy.     

BEST OF THE BALTIC Discover the fairy-tale cities of kings and czars on 
Crystal Cruises’ 11-day sailing between Stockholm and Copenhagen on Crystal Serenity. Look 
forward to overnights in both the Swedish and Danish capitals; a three-day stay in St. Petersburg; 
and visits to Tallinn, a UNESCO World Heritage city; Warnemünde, gateway to Berlin; and Helsinki 
where you’ll be our guest for a complimentary Virtuoso Voyager Club excursion. Also, enjoy a US$2,000 
(approx. AU$2,067/NZ$2,705 at press time) As You Wish shipboard credit. 

Departs Stockholm 2 Jun. 2011. FROM US$6,010 (approx. AU$6,210/NZ$8,126 at press time) per person, double 
occupancy.

CRUISE + DESTINATION

DECADENT DIGS IN DUBAI Everything about The Address Downtown 
Dubai is over the top – from its happening location next to the world’s tallest tower to its 63 stories 
of lavish accommodations and its fi ve-tier cascading infi nity pool boasting views of Burj Khalifa and 
the Dubai Fountain. Also rave-worthy: the luxe spa featuring European and Asian signature treatments. 
Virtuoso guests receive an upgrade (if available); daily buff et breakfast; and one complimentary 
one-hour massage for two.

Virtuoso rates FROM AED 1,679 (approx. AU$473/NZ$619 at press time) per room, per night. Rates valid 
1 Jan. 2011 until 31 Dec. 2012.

SWISS BLISS Located in the heart of Geneva, with stunning views of the Alps and Lake 
Geneva, the legendary Rocco Forte Hotel Le Richemond dates back to 1875. But you’ll fi nd all 
amenities to be au courant, thanks to a recent 18-month renovation. Don’t miss Le Jardin’s authentic 
Italian cuisine and Le Spa’s indulgent aromatherapy treatments. Virtuoso guests receive an upgrade 
(if available); daily breakfast; US$100 food and beverage credit, and complimentary access to Le Spa’s 
relaxation area including use of sauna, hammam and fi tness centre. 

Virtuoso rates FROM 870 CHF (approx. AU$926/NZ$1,213 at press time) per room, per night. Valid 1 Jan. 
until 31 Dec. 2011. 

SPA HOLIDAY IN BROOME  Among the many reasons to visit Pinctada 
Cable Beach, Broome’s hot new fi ve-star resort: the spa! Australia’s only LI’TYA concept spa, it off ers 
an extensive treatment menu based on Australian native botanicals and 40,000 years of indigenous 
plant wisdom. Book the Pinctada Family & Friends Summer Spa Vacation and save 50% on a second 
room for stays four nights or longer. Plus, receive a couples Kodo massage treatment and a sumptuous 
fi ve-course spice trail experience for two with each room booked. 

Valid until Apr. 2011. FROM AU$350 for full-price room/ AU$175 for discounted room (approx. NZ$459/NZ$230 
at press time) per night. Offer includes room upgrade, if available; daily breakfast; Mercedes airport transfers; and 
more. 

TOP OF THE WORLD IN TOKYO    Step into a lobby voted one of the 
world’s best. Speed 38 fl oors, by private elevator, to panoramic city views and some of the largest 
guestrooms and suites in Japan.  Simply put, the Mandarin Oriental, Tokyo is the place to stay in this 
dynamic city. And, through 31 March 2011, you’ll enjoy a fourth night free when you book a three-night 
stay. Use that extra time to savour the fabulous spa! 

Virtuoso rates FROM JPY 39,000 (approx. AU$483/NZ$633 at press time) per room, per night.  Valid until 31 
March 2011. Virtuoso guests receive room upgrade (if available); daily American breakfast; late check-out (if avail-
able), and more. 

DESTINATION + HOTEL

CITY & SAFARI Wild! A trip that off ers chic city pleasures, natural-world treasures, 
and in-your-face wildlife in ten memorable days. Horizon & Co.’s luxe Southern Africa adventure 
begins with four nights in Cape Town, allowing time to venture to the Cape of Good Hope Nature 
Reserve and to Boulder Beach, where those adorable penguins reside. Next: Sabi Sands Game Reserve 
for dramatic Big Five viewing, followed by two full days at thundering Victoria Falls. 

Valid until 30 Dec. 2011. Begins in Cape Town, ends in Livingston. FROM US$5,650 (approx. AU$5,837/
NZ$7,644 at press time) per person, double occupancy. Price includes three internal fl ights. 

LOOK WHAT’S COOKING IN MOROCCO Join celebrated chef 
Stephan Pyles on a 13-day culinary adventure to Morocco with Journeys by Design by David 
Morris International. Focusing on lesser-known treasures of this ancient culture, Chef Pyles will 
lead your small group on an exclusive tour incorporating local markets, fi ne dining, and wine pairings. 
Trip highlights include cooking classes in M’Hamid and Marrakech, sunset camel ride in the dunes 
of Merzouga, and visits to Fez and Essaouira.  

Departs Casablanca 16 October, 2011. FROM US$10,920 (approx. AU$11,282/NZ$14,779 at press time) per 
person, double occupancy. 
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sweet spot: the body of water surrounding the  
Golden temple is known as the Lake of nectar.

aMritsar, inDia

The experience: A chance to give back on  
a private tour through the Himalayan foothills.

WHAT  The lavish Golden 
Temple (or Harmandir Sahib), 
with its gold-, marble-, and 
precious gem-encrusted inner 
sanctum, draws thousands of 
Sikh pilgrims for daily services.   
WHERE  The temple glimmers 
at the centre of a lake in the 
Punjab city of Amritsar, which 
Sikhs regard as the holiest  
city. INSIDER’S ADVANTAGE   
During a private 14-day journey 
through the Himalayan 
foothills with Greaves tours, 

Golden 
Moment

travellers can volunteer to 
serve food at the temple’s 
daily communal breaking  
of bread, which feeds more 
than 35,000 people for free. 
Travellers also spend time in 
Dharamsala, the home of  
the Dalai Lama, and explore 
the monasteries of the 
dramatic surrounding area. 
Departures: Private, customisable 
trips depart year-round, and the 
best months for travel are April 
until October.  



What’s your 

RETURN on LIFE?

Ask the specialists at any

Virtuoso affiliated travel agency.

Now, more than ever, the time you spend with family, friends, and even yourself is your most  

valuable investment. To ensure you’re spending it wisely, take advantage of our personal knowledge,  

expertise, and connections around the globe to design your customised travel experiences.  

There’s never been a better time to invest in your life.

Rely on one of Virtuoso’s 300+ travel agencies to transform all of  

your trips into truly extraordinary experiences. If you do not currently 

work with a Virtuoso affiliated travel specialist, contact us at  

info@virtuoso.com.au and we’ll introduce you to one.

The world’s finest travel agencies and specialists are Virtuoso.

www.virtuoso.com.au



Virtuoso

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

Rely on one of Virtuoso’s 300+ travel agencies to transform all of your trips into truly

extraordinary experiences. If you do not currently work with a Virtuoso affiliated travel specialist,

contact us at info@virtuoso.com.au and we’ll introduce you to one.

Expert Advice. Extraordinary Experiences.

Count on a Virtuoso affiliated travel specialist to: 

• Save you time and hassle by taking care of all the details

• Use their worldwide connections to design unique and customised experiences

• Provide complimentary extras, upgrades, and amenities


